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Abstract

Lie superalgebras play an important role in many physical theories. For instance, the global
symmetry of N “ 4 super Yang-Mills is given by the superalgebra psup2, 2|4q, so that states
transform under its unitary irreducible representations. Unitarity enforces a bound on the scaling
dimension of the representations. Those that saturate this bound, called BPS states, correspond
to short representations of psup2, 2|4q. Conditions for irreducibility are derived via a theorem
by Kac in Ref. [1]. In this thesis the proof of this theorem is discussed in great detail. The
structure of the quotient representations of slp2|1q and slp2|2q is studied. Unitarity conditions
for slpm|nq were given in a theorem by Gould and Zhang in Ref. [2]. Their approach is modified
in this thesis to find necessary conditions for unitarity for representations of psup2, 2|4q.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The theory of Lie superalgebras is not only a very interesting topic in itself, it has also
many important applications in physics. One of the main examples of such an application is
in N “ 4 Super Yang-Mills, for which the superconformal algebra psup2, 2|4q plays the role of
the global symmetry algebra, which means that the states transform in representations of it.
The Lie superalgebra psup2, 2|4q consists of the conformal algebra, which in four dimensions is
generated by six Lorentz generators Mµν , a dilation D, four special conformal transformations
Kµ and four momenta Pµ. In addition, the superconformal algebra contains the R-symmetry
algebra, sixteen supersymmetry generators Q and sixteen superconformal transformations S.
Although this theory does not describe reality, it is an interacting non-abelian gauge theory and
a complete understanding of it might provide insight in other non-abelian gauge theories. For
the gauge group SUpNq and in the limit where N is large, this theory appears to be exactly
solvable. This means that it is in principal possible to compute all physical observables without
having to resort to perturbation theory.

In order to solve this theory exactly, basically two things need to be known, namely two point
correlation functions and three point correlation functions. From these two functions, any higher-
point correlation function can then be computed by means of the operator product expansion.
Because of the global superconformal symmetry, the two point correlation function of two states
Oipxq and Ojpyq must necessarily be of the form

xOipxqOjpyqy “
δij

|x´ y|2∆i
,

where the single parameter ∆i is the scaling dimension of the state Oipxq, which is the eigenvalue
of ´iD, where D is the dilatation operator. Hence, if the values of the scaling dimension ∆
for all operators are found, a big step is taken towards solving the whole theory. However, this
scaling dimension is a function of the coupling constant λ, which makes it a non-trivial task to
compute ∆.

A way of approaching N “ 4 Super Yang-Mills is via the AdS/CFT correspondence. This
correspondence is a conjectured duality between string theory in an Anti-de Sitter spacetime
and a quantum field theory on the conformal boundary. Here, N “ 4 Super Yang-Mills with
gauge group SUpNq in the large N limit corresponds to type IIB superstring theory in an

AdS5 ˆ S5 background with string coupling gs “ λ{p4πNq and string tension g “
?
λ{2π. On

the quantum field theory side, the superconformal algebra psup2, 2|4q plays the role of the global
symmetry algebra. So how does this superalgebra show up on the string theory side? The
conformal group SOp4, 2q constitutes the isometries of the AdS5 part of the background and the
R-symmetry group SOp6q is the isometry group of the S5 part.
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Given local operators, called states, in N “ 4 super Yang-Mills, the action of a theory is written
as an integral over products of traces of functions of the local operators and their derivatives.
These products of traces are called trace operators. For the adjoint representation of the gauge
group SUpNq, the trace operators are gauge invariant. Trace operators that constitute of a
single trace are called single trace operators and operators that are written as products over
more than one trace are called multi-trace operators. In the large N limit, multi-trace operators
are suppressed. The prime example of the AdS/CFT correspondence gives the duality between
gauge invariant operators on the quantum field theory side, and string states on the string the-
ory side. For single trace operators the scaling dimension ∆ corresponds to the energy of the
string states. This energy is required to be positive, which means that the value of the scaling
dimension ∆ is positive in the representations of interest. Furthermore, the states in the string
theory form a unitary representation of the superconformal algebra. This means that on the
string theory side, the generators of the superconformal algebra act as hermitian operators and
furthermore on the string states there is defined a positive definite inner product.

Recall from quantum mechanics that a space of states, which corresponds to a representation
of a Lie algebra, is completely specified by a set of numbers. For example, the representation
of sup2q, which corresponds to the set of states of the theory, is given by one number s, namely
the spin. This number will be referred to as the sup2q label and is the largest eigenvalue of
the diagonal sup2q generator. The spin is required to take only integer or half-integer values.
Similarly, the representations of psup2, 2|4q are given by 6 labels, which are Lorentz spins j1 and
j2, the scaling dimension ∆ and the R-symmetry labels R1, R2 and R3. The Lorentz spins j1
and j2 are then the largest eigenvalues of the two diagonal Lorentz generators and are integer
or half-integer. Similarly, the R-symmetry labels R1, R2 and R3 are the largest eigenvalues of
the three diagonal R-symmetry generators.

If Opxq is a state of scaling dimension ∆, then a special conformal transformation Kµ creates a
new state, rKµ,Opxqs, which has scaling dimension ∆´1. So Kµ acts as a lowering operator, by
which we mean that it lowers the eigenvalue of ´iD. Similarly, the superconformal transforma-
tions S lower the scaling dimension by 1{2. The translations Pµ and supercharges Q raise the
scaling dimension, so we will refer to them as raising operators. Since for every state the value
of ∆ is required to be positive, there must be a states for which the value of ∆ is minimal. These
states are annihilated by the lowering operators Kµ and S. Similarly, the non diagonal Lorentz
and R-symmetry generators are raising or lowering operators as they raise or lower the Lorentz
spins j1 or j2 or the R-symmetry labels R1, R2 or R3. An important class of representations of
the superconformal algebra is the class of irreducible lowest weight representations, for which
there exists one state which has the lowest scaling dimension and lowest eigenvalues of the di-
agonal Lorentz and R-symmetry generators. From this state all other states can be obtained by
acting with raising operators. The corresponding state is called primary, or a lowest weight state.

Generically, one can act with the sixteen distinct supersymmetry generators Q successively
on the lowest weight state, obtaining nontrivial states in the representation. In certain situ-
ations however, something different happens. Namely, in these special cases, one will obtain
zero by acting with (a fraction of) the sixteen distinct supersymmetry generators successively.
Representations for which this happens are called ‘short’. Such a ‘short’ representation is the
quotient of a generic representation by a non-trivial submodule. For such representations the
value of the scaling dimension ∆ can be expressed in terms of the other labels (i.e. the Lorentz
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spin numbers and the R-symmetry labels), which means that ∆ is no longer allowed to depend
continuously on the coupling constant λ. Apparently, the fact that the representation of the
superconformal algebra contains a non-trivial subrepresentation (and thus is reducible) implies a
fixed value of ∆. On the other hand, unitarity imposes a lower bound on the scaling dimension,
which turns out to be saturated for these ‘short’ representations. The special states for which
∆ has a value in terms of the other labels are said to satisfy BPS conditions.

In this thesis we show how reducibility of a representation of the superconformal algebra gives
rise to such a fixed value of the scaling dimension ∆. In Chapter 2 we start out with an
introduction to Lie superalgebra theory. Subsequently, we study reducibility conditions for rep-
resentation of a certain class of Lie superalgebras, which where found by Kac in Ref. [1]. We
end Chapter 2 with unitarity conditions for finite dimensional irreducible representations of a
certain class of Lie superalgebras. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we apply the reducibility theorem
to slp2|1q and slp2|2q respectively and investigate the structure of the ‘short’ representations. In
the last chapter we apply the Kac’s reducibility theorem to the lowest weight, unitary, positive
energy representations of the superconformal algebra. Subsequently, we derive some necessary
conditions for unitarity of the representations, and then comment on the BPS conditions for
such representations of the superconformal algebra.
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CHAPTER 2

Lie superalgebras

1. Introduction

In this section we give a brief introduction to Lie superalgebras. More details can be found
in Ref. [3]. A Lie superalgebra g is a Z2 -graded vector space. It can be written as a direct sum
g “ g0̄ ‘ g1̄, where g0̄ is called the even part of the Lie superalgebra g and g1̄ the odd part. On
g there exists a bilinear map

r , s : gˆ gÑ g,

such that

rX,Y s “ p´1qdegpXqdegpY qrY,Xs,

rg0̄, g0̄s Ă g0̄, rg0̄, g1̄s Ă g1̄, rg1̄, g1̄s Ă g0̄,

and

p´1qdegpXqdegpZqrX, rY,Zss ` p´1qdegpXqdegpY qrY, rZ,Xss ` p´1qdegpY qdegpZqrZ, rX,Y ss “ 0.

Here, the degree of an element X is 0̄ if the element is even and 1̄ if the element is odd. Note
that g0̄ is a Lie algebra. A Lie superalgebra is called simple if it is non abelian and contains no
non-trivial ideals. A classical simple Lie superalgebra g “ g0̄‘g1̄ is a simple Lie superalgebra for
which the representation of the even subalgebra g0̄ on the odd part g1̄ is completely reducible.

Definition 1. A bilinear form p¨, ¨q : gˆ gÑ C is called

(1) even if pgi, gjq “ 0 for i ‰ j, where i, j P Z2,

(2) supersymmetric if pX,Y q “ p´1qpdegXqpdegY qpY,Xq,

(3) invariant if prX,Y s, Zq “ pX, rY, Zsq.

A classical Lie superalgebra g is called basic if there exists a non-degenerate even super-
symmetric invariant bilinear form on g. To get a better understanding of these basic classical
Lie superalgebras, we consider a class of examples.
Let glpm|nq be the set of all block matrices X of the form

(1) X “

ˆ

A B
C D

˙

,

where A is an mˆm matrix and D is an nˆ n matrix. Now, g0̄ is the subset of such matrices
X with B “ C “ 0, and g1̄ is the subset with A “ D “ 0. The vector space g “ g0̄ ‘ g1̄ is
Z2-graded, which becomes a Lie superalgebra with the bracket

(2) rX,Y s “ XY ´ p´1qpdeg Xqpdeg Y qY X,
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for all X and Y in slpm|nq. Let V “ V0̄ ‘ V1̄ be a Z2-graded vector space such that dimV0̄ “ m
and dimV1̄ “ n. Now EndpV q becomes a superalgebra if we set

EndpV qi “ ta P EndpV q| aVj Ă Vi`ju,

where i, j P Z2. Together with the bracket given in Eq. (2) EndpV q is a Lie superalgebra denoted
by glpV q. If dimV0̄ “ m and dimV1̄ “ n, then glpV q – glpm|nq. However, the Lie superalgebra
glpm|nq is not simple as it contain the identity matrix. To fix this, we introduce the notion of
the supertrace of an element X as in Eq. (1),

StrpXq “ TrpAq ´ TrpDq.

Let slpm|nq denote the Lie superalgebra of supertraceless matrices. If m “ n, then slpm|mq
still contains the identity matrix which generates a non-trivial ideal. However the quotient
slpm|mq{CId is simple. This motivates the following definition,

Apm,nq “

#

slpm` 1|n` 1q if m ‰ n, m, n ě 0,

slpm` 1|m` 1q{KId if n “ m, m ą 0.

For Lie superalgebras of type Apm,nq, the supersymmetric, invariant, non-degenerate bilinear
form can be realized in the following way.

Proposition 1. Let g be a basic classical Lie superalgebra of type Apm,nq. The map

p¨, ¨q : gˆ gÑ C
pa, bq ÞÑ Strpabq

is a non-degenerate even supersymmetric invariant bilinear form on g.

Proof. The fact that the form pa, bq ÞÑ Strpabq is even, supersymmetric and invariant
follows from direct computation. The radical of p¨, ¨q is an ideal in g. By virtue of the Lie
superalgebra g being simple, it must be zero. �

The Lie superalgebras of type Apm,nq are the class of Lie superalgebras that we will consider
throughout this thesis. However, they do not exhaust all the basic classical Lie superalgebras.
To be complete, we define the remaining ones below.

Let V “ V0̄ ‘ V1̄ be a Z2-graded vector space. Let F : V ˆ V Ñ K be a non-degenerate
bilinear form on V , such that V0̄ and V1̄ are orthogonal, the restriction of F to V0̄ is symmetric
and the restriction of F to V1̄ is skew-symmetric. Define

osppm,nq “ osppm,nq0̄ ‘ osppm,nq1̄,

where

osppm,nqi “ ta P glpm,nqi|F papxq, yq “ ´p´1qidegpxqF px, apyqqu,

for i P Z2. Then we define the following classes of Lie superalgebras:

Bpm,nq :“ ospp2m` 1, 2nq, m ě 0, n ą 0,

Dpm,nq :“ ospp2m, 2nq, m ě 2, n ą 0,

Cpnq :“ ospp2, 2n´ 2q, n ě 2.

In addition to the above mentioned Lie superalgebras, there exist exceptional Lie superalgebras
Dp2, 1; aq,F p4q, Gp3q, of which we do not give the details here. The following list is a complete
list of basic classical Lie superalgebras:
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(1) simple Lie algebras
(2) simple Lie superalgebras of type Apm,nq, Bpm,nq, Cpnq, Dpm,nq, Dp2, 1; aq, F p4q and

Gp3q.

In what follows, we will see that just as semisimple Lie algebras, Lie superalgebras admit certain
decompositions. Before we introduce these we recall the notions of a self-normalizing subalgebra,
a nilpotent subalgebra and a solvable subalgebra. A subalgebra g1 of a Lie superalgebra g is
called self-normalizing if rX,Y s P g1 for all Y P g1, implies X P g1. To define the notion of a
nilpotent algebra, we first introduce the concept of the lower central series of a Lie superalgebra
g. We define the lower central series of a Lie superalgebra g to be the sequence of ideals of g given
by g0 “ g, g1 “ rg, gs and gi “ rg, gi´1s for i ą 0. A subalgebra g1 of g is called nilpotent if its
lower central series becomes zero. In addition, define the derived series of a Lie (super)algebra

g as the sequence of ideals of g defined by gp0q “ g, gp1q “ rg, gs and gpiq “ rgpi´1q, gpi´1qs for

i ą 0. A Lie (super)algebra is called solvable if gpnq “ 0 for some n.

Definition 2. Let g be a Lie superalgebra, a subalgebra h of g is called a Cartan subalgebra
of g if it is a self-normalizing nilpotent subalgebra of g.

Next we define the notion of roots and root spaces of a Lie superalgebra g.

Definition 3. Let g “ g0̄‘g1̄ be a basic Lie superalgebra with Cartan subalgebra h. Define

gα :“ tX P g s. t. rh,Xs “ αphqX, h P hu.

Then gα is called a root space if gα ‰ 0 and α ‰ 0, in which case α is called a root.

The Lie superalgebra g admits the following decomposition

g “ h‘
à

α

gα.

A root is called even (odd) if gα Ă g0̄ (gα Ă g1̄). We denote by ∆, ∆0 and ∆1 the set of all
roots, all even roots and all odd roots respectively. Note that ∆ “ ∆0 Y∆1.

Definition 4. A Borel subalgebra b of a Lie (super)algebra g is a maximal solvable subal-
gebra of g.

Let b0 be a Borel subalgebra of g0̄ that contains h. Construct a Borel subalgebra b of g,
b “ b0 ‘ b1. In the case of a Lie superalgebra of type Apm,nq a standard choice of a Borel
subalgebra corresponds to the subalgebra generated by upper triangular matrices. The Lie
superalgebra g admits the following decomposition,

g “ n` ‘ h‘ n´,

where n˘ is a subalgebra of g such that rh, n˘s Ă n˘ and dimpn`q “ dimpn´q. This decompo-
sition is called the Borel decomposition and b “ h ‘ n` a Borel subalgebra. A root is called
positive (negative) if gα Ă n` ‰ 0 (gα Ă n´ ‰ 0). We denote the set of positive roots by ∆`,
the set of odd positive roots by ∆`

1 and the set of even positive roots by ∆`
0 .

Definition 5. A positive root is called simple if it is not the sum of positive roots.

To each choice of Borel subalgebra there corresponds a set of simple roots that generate
all other roots. For Lie algebras all Borel subalgebras are conjugate but for Lie super algebras
this is not the case. To each conjugacy class of Borel subalgebras there corresponds a simple
set of roots. These sets of simple roots are in general not equivalent. Namely, the number of
odd simple roots varies. However, for each basic Lie superalgebra there exists a up to conjugacy
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unique distinguished Borel subalgebra for which the corresponding set of simple roots has the
smallest number of odd roots. This set of simple roots is called the distinguished set of simple
roots.

The classical Lie superalgebras are divided into two types. For type I classical Lie superal-
gebras the representation of g0̄ on g1̄ is not irreducible and for type II the representation of g0̄

on g1̄ is irreducible. The type I basic classical Lie superalgebras are Apn,mq and Cpnq. The
Lie superalgebras Bpm,nq, Dpm,nq, Dp2, 1; aq, F p4q and Gp3q are all of type II. Figures 1 and
2 show examples of the root system of a type I and a type II Lie superalgebra respectively.

α

β

Figure 1. Root system of the Lie superalgebra slp2|1q, which is of type I. The
odd roots are colored blue and the even ones are depicted in green. The root α is
the odd simple root and β the even simple root. Starting from any positive odd
root, we cannot obtain a negative odd root by adding even roots. This follows
from the fact that the representation of g0̄ on g1̄ is not irreducible.

α

β

2pα` βq

Figure 2. Root system of the Lie superalgebra ospp1|2q which is of type II. The
odd roots are colored blue and the even ones are depicted in green. The root α is
the odd simple root and β the even simple root. Any odd root can be obtained
from α` 2β by adding a multiple of ´β and ´2pα´ βq, which follows from the
fact that the representation of g0̄ on g1̄ is irreducible.

In what follows we consider only Lie superalgebras of type I. For such Lie superalgebras the
distinguished set of simple roots contains only one odd simple root, which we denote by αs.

Finally, we define a convenient basis of g. For this we first list some properties of the root
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spaces. First of all, if α and β are two roots and gα and gβ their corresponding root spaces,
then rgα, gβs ‰ 0 if and only if α` β is a root. In the second place, the root spaces are all one
dimensional. Let tα1, . . . , αru denote the distinguished set of simple roots. For each α P ∆` we
choose eα P gα and e´α P g´α such that

peα, e´αq “ 1,(3)

pe´α, eαq “ p´1qdegpeαq.(4)

We define

reα, e´αs “: hα

re´α, eαs “ p´1qdegpeαqh´α “ ´p´1qdegpeαqhα.

Using the non-degenerate bilinear form on h we can identify h and h˚ via

αphq “ phα, hq.

In addition, we can identify a non-degenerate bilinear form on h˚ via

pα, βq “ phα, hβq,

for α and β positive simple roots and then we can extend it bilinearly to all of h˚. Type Apm,nq
Lie superalgebras has as a Cartan subalgebra the set of diagonal matrices of supertrace zero.
Let h P h be a diagonal matrix, write h “ ph1, . . . , hm`n`2q. Then we define linear functionals
εi, 1 ď i ď m ` 1 and δµ, 1 ď µ ď n ` 1 by εiphq “ hi and δµphq “ hm`µ`1. The set of even
roots ∆0 can be written as

∆0 “ tεi ´ εj , δµ ´ δν , i ‰ j, µ ‰ νu,

and the set of odd roots as

∆1 “ t˘pεi ´ δµqu.

Furthermore, the linear functionals εi and δµ satisfy the orthogonality conditions

pεi, εjq “ δij , pδµ, δνq “ ´δµν ,

and

pεi, δµq “ 0.

From this it can be easily computed that for α an odd root, pα, αq “ 0 and for β an even root,
pβ, βq “ 2.

2. Induced modules

With the necessary Lie superalgebra theory fresh in our mind, we now consider representa-
tions of such algebras. We use the construction of the so-called induced module, which we will
explain first. Let gb be the tensor algebra over g with Z2-graded tensor product. Define I to
be the ideal generated by all elements of the form

rX,Y s ´ pX b Y ´ p´1qdegpXqdegpY qY bXq,

for X, Y P g. The universal enveloping superalgebra Upgq is defined as the quotient gb{I. This
construction turns the abstract super bracket into the ordinary super commutator, i.e. the anti
commutator bracket defined on two odd elements of the Lie superalgebra and the commutator
bracket in all other cases.
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Let k be a subalgebra of g and Upkq its universal enveloping superalgebra. If V is a k-module,
then define

Upgq bUpkq V :“ Upgq b V {thb v ´ 1b hpvq | h P Upkq, v P V u.

Now, the action gpu b vq “ gu b v for u P Upgq, g P g and v P V turns Upgq bUpkq V into a
g-module. This g-module is called the induced module from the k-module V and is denoted by
Indg

kV .
Now we want to use this construction to build representation of a type I Lie superalgebra
g “ g0̄ ‘ g1̄.

Definition 6. A representation R : g Ñ EndpV q with representation space V is called a
highest weight representation of highest weight Λ P h˚ if there exists a non-zero vector vΛ P V
such that

n`vΛ “ 0, hvΛ “ ΛphqvΛ, for all h P h.

The space V is called a highest weight g-module and the vector vΛ a highest weight vector.

The representations that we are interested in are highest weight representations. A highest
weight Λ is completely specified by the values Λi :“

ř

ipΛ, αiq, where the αis are the simple
roots of the Lie superalgebra g. The values Λi are called Dynkin labels. To construct a highest
weight representation of the Lie superalgebra g we start with a finite dimensional highest weight
moduel V of the Lie algebra g0̄ of highest weight Λ. We demand that all odd raising operators
annihilate V . Since g is a type I Lie superalgebra and since we are using the distinguished set
of simple roots, the Z2-grading of g can be refined to a Z-grading by declaring g1 to be the
subalgebra generated by the positive odd root vectors and g´1 by the negative odd root vectors
and g0̄ “ g0. Hence we can write g “ g´1 ‘ g0 ‘ g1. Note that g0 ‘ g1 is a subalgebra of g. We
extend V to a g0 ‘ g1-module by demanding g1V “ 0, and then consider the induced g-module
Indg

g0‘g1V. In the next section we will also use another induced module. For any λ P h˚ we may

define a one dimensional h‘ n`-module xvλy by:

hpvλq “ λphqvλ, h P h; n`vλ “ 0,

and consider the g-module Indg
h‘n`

xvλy for any λ P h˚. For this module we have the following

results.

Lemma 1. Consider the module Indg
h‘n`

xvλy with highest weight vector vλ of weight λ and

α a simple root such that pλ, αq “ 0. Then e´αvλ is a highest weight vector of weight λ´ α in
the module Indg

h‘n`
xvλy.

Proof. To prove that e´αvλ is a highest weight vector, we need to prove that it is annihi-
lated by all positive root vectors. First note that

eαe´αvλ “ hαvλ “ 0.

Now, for β ‰ α,
eβe´αvλ “ reβ, e´αsvλ ˘ e´αeβvλ “ reβ, e´αsvλ.

If β ´ α is not a root, this is zero and we are done. If γ “ β ´ α is a root then we show that
it is positive and consequently that reβ, e´αsvλ „ eγvλ “ 0. Assume that γ is negative, then
α “ ´pβ ´ αq ` β, where ´pβ ´ αq and β are both positive. But α was simple, so this is a
contradiction and we conclude that γ is positive and hence eβe´αvλ “ 0. It follows that e´αvλ
is a highest weight vector of weight λ´ α. �

In addition, we need a similar result, stated in the following lemma.
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Lemma 2. Let λ, P h˚ be a weight such that 0 ď pβ, λq P Z, for all even simple roots β and
let vλ be a highest weight vector in the module Indg

h‘n`
xvλy. Let β be an even simple root. Then

the element pe´βq
λphβq`1vλ is a highest weight vector in the module Indg

h‘n`
xvλy.

Proof. We need to show that pe´βq
λphβq`1vλ is annihilated by all positive root vectors. Let

γ ‰ β be a positive root. We use induction on n to show that eγpe´βq
nvλ “ 0 for all γ ‰ β

positive. Start with n “ 1, then either

eγe´βvλ “ e´βeγvλ “ 0,

or

eγe´βvλ “ ˘e´βeγvλ ` eγ´βvλ “ eγ´βvλ.

In the first case we are done. In the second case we note that γ ´ β must be positive, otherwise
β “ pβ ´ γq ` γ is the sum of two positive roots which is a contradiction with β being simple.
However, vλ is a highest weight vector, so eγ´βvλ “ 0. Hence, we proved the statement for
n “ 1. Now we assume the statement holds for n and show that this implies that it is also true
for n` 1. Then

eγpe´βq
n`1vλ “ ˘e´βeγpe´βq

nvλ “ 0

or,

eγpe´βq
n`1vλ “ ˘e´βeγpe´βq

nvλ ` eγ´βpe´βq
nvλ “ 0.

Therefore, for any n ě 1 the element pe´βq
nvλ is annihilated by all positive root vectors eγ ,

where γ ‰ β, so in particular for n “ λphβq ` 1. Now it remains to be shown that the root

vector eβ annihilates pe´βq
λphβq`1vλ. We compute

eβpe´βq
λphβq`1vλ “ e´βeβpe´βq

λphβqvλ ` hβpe´βq
λphβqvλ

“ e´βe´βeβpe´βq
λphβq´1vλ ` e´βhβpe´βq

λphβq´1vλ ` hβpe´βq
λphβq´1vλ

“ . . .

“

λphβq
ÿ

i“0

pe´βq
ihβpe´βq

λphβq´ivλ.(5)

However, we have that

pe´βq
ihβpe´βq

λphβq´i “ pe´βq
ie´βhβpe´βq

λphβq´i´1 ´ 2pe´βq
ipe´βq

λphβq´i

“ . . .

“ pe´βq
λphβqhβ ´ 2pλphβq ´ iqpe´βq

λphβq.

Substituting this into Eq. (5)) gives

eβpe´βq
λphβq`1vλ “

λphβq
ÿ

i“0

pe´βq
λphβqhβvλ ´ 2pλphβq ´ iqpe´βq

λphβqvλ

“ pλphβq ` 1qpeβq
λphβqhβvλ ´ λphβqpλphβq ` 1qpe´βq

λphβqvλ

“ pλphβq ` 1qpeβq
λphβqλphβqvλ ´ λphβqpλphβq ` 1qpe´βq

λphβqvλ

“ 0.

It follows that pe´βq
λphβq`1vλ is a highest weight vector in the module Indg

h‘n`
xvλy. �
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3. Irreducible representations

This section explains in great detail a theorem by Kac [1] that gives the reducibility criteria
for the induced modules Indg

g0‘g1V of type I basic classical Lie superalgebras. The proof will

make use of two operators defined by T´ :“
ś

αP∆`1
e´α and T` :“

ś

αP∆`1
eα. For these two

operators we need the following result.

Lemma 3. The elements T` and T´ commute with all even root vectors of g.

Proof. Let β be any even root. We show that eβ commutes with T`. For α P ∆`
1 , we have

eβeα “ eαeβ if α` β is not a root and eβeα “ eαeβ ` eα`β if α` β is a root. In the latter case,
α ` β is a positive odd root. However, then eα`β

ś

αP∆`1
contains peα`βq

2 “ 0 as a factor. It

follows that eβT
` “ T`eβ. Similar arguments show that also eβT

´ “ T´eβ. �

We are now in good shape to state Kac’s theorem and to show all the details of the proof.

Theorem 1. Let g be a basic, classical Lie superalgebra of type I, V a finite dimensional
simple g0-module of highest weight Λ and highest weight vector vΛ. Denote the half sum of
positive even roots by ρ0, the half sum of positive odd roots by ρ1 and define ρ :“ ρ0 ´ ρ1. The
g-module Indg

g0‘g1V is irreducible if and only if for all α P ∆`
1 , pΛ` ρ, αq ‰ 0.

Proof. Recall that we work with the distinguished set of simple roots of g, namely the one
that contains only one odd simple root αs. Recall that T´ :“

ś

αP∆`1
e´α and T` :“

ś

αP∆`1
eα.

The first step is to show that Indg
g0‘g1V is irreducible if and only if T`T´vΛ ‰ 0. For this we

need the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Any nonzero submodule of Indg
g0‘g1V , contains the element T´vΛ.

Proof. Let W be a nonzero submodule of Indg
g0‘g1V , 0 ‰ w PW and write

w “ g1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gnṽ,

where gi P g and ṽ P V . By commuting the elements of g0 to the right we can arrange that

(6) w “
ÿ

i

aie´αi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ e´αik v
1
i,

where all e´αih P g´1 (since g1V “ 0) and v1i P V . Next we observe that for two roots α and γ,

rgα, gγs “ 0 if α` γ is not a root. Since g is a Lie superalgebra of type I, α` γ is not a root for
any two positive (negative) odd roots α and γ. It follows that all eα, eγ anticommute for α and
γ, both positive (resp. negative) odd roots and in particular, the square of an odd root vector
is always zero. Now let i be the index for which e´αi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ e´αik is the shortest term in the sum

on the right hand side of Eq. (6)). Multiply Eq. (6) by all e´αj P g´1 that are not a factor of

the term e´αi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ e´αik . In this way we obtain the element aiT
´v1i. Since V is irreducible as a

g0̄-module, there exists an element g P Upg0q such that gv1i “ vΛ. By Lemma 3 we have that
gT´ “ T´g and therefore, gT´v1i “ T´gv1i “ T´vΛ and this must be an element of W . �

We saw that any submodule of Indg
g0‘g1V must contain the element T´vΛ. If T`T´vΛ “ 0,

then the module Indg
g0‘g1V contains a non-trivial submodule. On the other hand, if T`T´vΛ ‰

0, then from any element in the module Indg
g0‘g1V we can go back to vΛ by acting with raising

operators, and hence in this case, the module Indg
g0‘g1V is irreducible. From these observations

we conclude that the module Indg
g0‘g1V is irreducible if and only if T`T´vΛ ‰ 0.
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The next step is to show that T`T´vΛ ‰ 0 if and only if for all α P ∆`
1 , pΛ ` ρ, αq ‰ 0.

This is done by proving that T`T´vΛ “ c
ś

αP∆`1
pΛ` ρ, αq for some constant c.

For all elements h of the Cartan subalgebra h, h acts as the scalar Λphq on the highest weight
vector vΛ. Since Λ is a vector in h˚, written as Λ “

ř

i Λiαi, where αi are the simple roots and
the coefficients Λi are the Dynkin labels, it follows that any element hvΛ “ ΛphqvΛ, where Λphq
is a linear function of the labels Λi. With this in mind, we first show that T`T´vΛ “ P pΛqvΛ,
where P pΛq is a polynomial in Λ of degree smaller than or equal to #∆`

1 . By the Poincaré-
Birkhoff-Witt theorem the set of elements of the form

ea1´α1
¨ ¨ ¨ ean´αnh

b1
α1
¨ ¨ ¨hbnαne

c1
α1
¨ ¨ ¨ eenαn

is a basis of Upgq. In particular we have the following decomposition:

Upgq “ Uphq ‘ pn´Upgq ` Upgqn`q.

Let π : Upgq Ñ Uphq be the projection with respect to this decomposition. Since the bracket of
two elements in h is zero, the algebra Uphq equals the symmetric algebra Sphq, which corresponds
to the the algebra of polynomial functions on h˚. Write T`T´ as

T`T´ “
ÿ

ai, bj , ck

ea1´α1
¨ ¨ ¨ ean´αnh

b1
α1
¨ ¨ ¨hbnαne

c1
α1
¨ ¨ ¨ ecnαn .

If this operator acts on the highest weight vector vΛ we observe that all terms with at least one
ci nonzero vanish. So

T`T´vΛ “
ÿ

ai, bj

ea1´α1
¨ ¨ ¨ ean´αnh

b1
α1
¨ ¨ ¨hbnαnvΛ.

On the other hand, T`T´vΛ is a vector of weight Λ. Hence, for every term in the last sum
all powers ai must be zero. From this it follows that T`T´vΛ “ πpT`T´qvΛ, where π is the
projection onto Uphq. Hence,

T`T´vΛ “ P pΛqvΛ,

where P pΛq is a polynomial in Λ. Denote n “ #∆`
1 , then clearly,

T`T´vΛ “ eα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ eαne´α1 ¨ ¨ ¨ e´αnvΛ

“ eα1 ¨ ¨ ¨ preαn , e´α1s ´ e´α1eαnq ¨ ¨ ¨ e´αnvΛ

“ . . .

“ peα1e´α1eα2e´α2 ¨ ¨ ¨ eαne´αn `RqvΛ

“ h1h2 ¨ ¨ ¨hnvΛ `RvΛ,

where R contains only terms that are shorter than or of equal length as the first term. We can
conclude that P is a polynomial in Λ of degree at most #∆`

1 .

Remark 1. For any λ P h˚ we defined a one dimensional h‘ n`-module xvλy by:

hpvλq “ λphqvλ, h P h; n`vλ “ 0,

and constructed the g-module Indg
h‘n`

xvλy for any λ P h˚. Then by the same arguments as

above also T`T´vλ “ P pλqvλ, where P pλq is the same polynomial in λ of degree at most #∆`
1 .

The next step is to show that P pΛq is divisible by pΛ` ρ, αq for all α P ∆`
1 . We first prove

that P pΛq is divisible by pΛ, αsq, where αs is the unique odd simple root. For this we use the
following result which is a version of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz:
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Proposition 2 (Nullstellensatz). Suppose K is an algebraically closed field and g and
f1, . . . , fm are elements of Krx1, ..., xns, regarded as polynomial functions on Kn. If g vanishes
on the common zero-locus of the fi’s, then some power of g lies in the ideal they generate.

We apply the Nullstellensatz in the following way. Recall that any weight λ P h˚ can be
written in the basis simple roots as λ “ rλ1, . . . , λns. Note that pλ, αsq is a linear function of the
coefficients λi and P pλq is a polynomial in the coefficients λi. Thus we see that we can apply
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz. If for λ P h˚, we have that pλ, αsq “ 0 implies that P pλq “ 0 (i.e. P pλq
vanishes on the zero-locus of pλ, αsq), then some power of P pλq lies in the ideal generated by
pλ, αsq. Hence, pλ, αsq divides P .

Lemma 5. The polynomial P pΛq contains pΛ, αsq as a factor.

Proof. Now let λ P h˚ such that pλ, αsq “ 0. We will show that this implies that P pλq “ 0.
Consider the module Indg

h‘n`
xvλ`αsy. By virtue of the fact that e2

´αs “ 0, it follows that

0 “ T`T´e´αsvλ`αs . On the other hand, by Lemma 1, e´αsvλ`αs is a highest weight vector of
weight pλ` αs ´ αsq “ λ. Combining these arguments gives

0 “ T`T´e´αsvλ`αs “ P pλqe´αsvλ`αs .

Consequently, P pλq must be zero. We conclude that

pλ, αsq “ 0 ñ P pλq “ 0.

This is equivalent to the statement that P pΛq is divisible by pΛ, αsq. �

Recall that ρ was defined as half the sum of the positive even roots minus half the sum of
the positive odd roots. The next lemma shows that pρ, αsq “ 0, which ensures that P pΛq is also
divisible by pΛ` ρ, αsq.

Lemma 6. If αs is the unique positive odd simple root, then pρ, αsq “ 0.

Proof. We consider the element

hρ :“
1

2

ÿ

βP∆`0

hβ ´
1

2

ÿ

αP∆`1

hα

and show that it satisfies

hρe´αsv “ eαshρv,

for v the highest weight vector in the module Indg
h‘n`

xvy. Before we can show this, we need

some preliminary results. Let β be any positive even root. First we note that αs ´ β cannot be
a root. Indeed, if αs ´ β is a root γ, then γ is odd. If γ were positive, then αs “ γ ` β but this
contradicts the fact that αs is simple. If γ were negative, then αs ´ γ “ β, which means that
we have written a positive even root as the sum of two positive odd roots. This contradicts the
fact that Apm,nq is type I and that we use the distinguished set of simple roots. We conclude
that αs ´ β is not a root. Furthermore, note that every non simple positive odd root α can be
written as α “ αs ` β for some positive even root β.
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From this observation we see that we can rewrite hρ as

hρ “
1

2

ÿ

βP∆`0

hβ ´
1

2

ÿ

αP∆`1

hα

“
1

2

ÿ

βP∆`0 ,

αs`βR∆
`
1

hβ `
1

2

ÿ

βP∆`0 ,

αs`βP∆
`
1

hβ ´
1

2

ÿ

αP∆`1

hα

“
1

2

ÿ

βP∆`0 ,

αs`βR∆
`
1

hβ `
1

2

ÿ

βP∆`0 ,

αs`βP∆
`
1

phβ ´ hβ`αsq.

Applying hρ to the highest weight vector v in the module Indg
h‘n`

xvy, gives,

hρv “
1

2

ÿ

βP∆`0 ,

αs`βR∆
`
1

eβe´βv `
1

2

ÿ

βP∆`0 ,

αs`βP∆
`
1

peβe´β ´ eβ`αse´β´αsqv.

Clearly, for β P ∆`
0 such that αs`β R ∆`

1 , it follows immediately that e´αseβe´β “ eβe´βe´αs .

For β P ∆`
0 such that αs ` β P ∆`

1 , we use the following argument. If re´αs , e´βs “ ae´αs´β
and re´αs , eαs`βs “ beβ, then a “ b. Indeed, this can be seen from

(7) a “ peαs`β, re´αs , e´βsq “ preαs`β, e´αss, e´βq “ pbeβ, e´βq “ b,

where we used Eq. (3). Therefore, we have that

e´αspeβe´β ´ eβ`αse´β´αsq “ peβe´β ´ eβ`αse´β´αsqe´αs ` aeβe´αs´β ´ beβe´αs´β

“ peβe´β ´ eβ`αse´β´αsqe´αs .

We conclude that hρe´αsv “ e´αshρv, for v the highest weight vector in the module Indg
h‘n`

xvy.

If v0 is a highest weight vector of weight 0 in the module Indg
h‘n`

xv0y, then Lemma 1 states that

e´αsv0 is a highest weight vector of weight ´αs in the module Indg
h‘n`

xv0y. So

pρ,´αsqv0 “ hρe´αsv0 “ e´αshρv0 “ e´αspρ, 0qv0 “ 0.

We conclude that pρ,´αsq “ 0. �

It remains to be shown that P pΛq is divisible by pΛ` ρ, αq for all other odd positive roots
α. To prove this we use the the notion of the Weyl group.

Definition 7. The Weyl group W of g is the group generated by the Weyl re?ections sβ
corresponding to the even roots β:

sβpαq “ β ´ 2
pβ, αq

pβ, βq
,

where α P ∆ and β P ∆0.

First we list some important properties of the Weyl group. The Weyl group of a type I
Lie superalgebra acts transitively on ∆`

1 . The reflections, and hence all elements of W are
orthogonal transformations, which means that they preserve the bilinear form on h˚:

pwpαq, wpβqq “ pα, βq.
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Finally, note that the reflections in the simple even roots generate all other reflections, therefore
the reflections in the simple even roots generate the Weyl group.

Lemma 7. Let W be the Weyl group. For all w PW , P pΛq “ P pwpΛ´ ρq ` ρq.

Proof. Let β be an even simple root with and let sβ P W be the corresponding reflection
defined by sβpλq “ λ ´ pλ, β_qβ, where β_ “ 2β{pβ, βq. Note that since β is even, β_ “

2β{pβ, βq “ 2β{2 “ β, from which it follows that,

sβpλq “ λ´ pλ, βqβ.

With this in mind, we first prove the lemma for a reflection in an even simple root β. Since by
Lemma 3 the lowering operator e´β commutes with T`T´, we have that

pe´βq
pΛphβq`1qT`T´vΛ “ T`T´pe´βq

pΛphβq`1qvΛ.

In Lemma 2, it was shown that pe´βq
pΛphβq`1qvΛ is a highest weight vector of weight Λ´pΛphβq`

1qβ (in the module Indh‘n`xvλy). Hence,

T`T´pe´βq
pΛphβq`1qvΛ “ P pΛ´ pΛphβq ` 1qβqpe´βq

pΛphβq`1qvΛ.

This implies that

P pΛ´ pΛphβq ` 1qβqpe´βq
pΛphβq`1qvΛ “ T`T´pe´βq

pΛphβq`1qvΛ

“ pe´βq
pΛphβq`1qT`T´vΛ

“ pe´βq
pΛphβq`1qP pΛqvΛ

“ P pΛqpe´βq
pΛphβq`1qvΛ,

where in the second equality we used the fact that e´β commutes with T`T´. Hence, P pΛq “
P pΛ´ pΛphβq ` 1qβq. For β as above,

sβpΛ` ρq ´ ρ “ sβpΛq ` sβpρq ´ ρ

“ Λ´ Λphβqβ ` sβ
`1

2

ÿ

β1P∆`0 ,
β1‰β

β1
˘

` sβ
`1

2
β
˘

´ sβ
`1

2

ÿ

αP∆`1

αq ´ ρ

“ Λ´ Λphβ
˘

β `
1

2

ÿ

β1P∆`0 ,
β1‰β

β1 ´
1

2
β ´

1

2

ÿ

αP∆`1

α´ ρ

“ Λ´ Λphβqβ ` ρ´ β ´ ρ

“ Λ´ pΛphβq ` 1qβ,

where in the third equality we used that sβp∆
`
1 q “ ∆`

1 , and sβp∆
`
0 zβq “ ∆`

0 zβ and finally that
sβpβq “ ´β. It follows that P pΛq “ P psβpΛ` ρq ´ ρq. The Weyl group W is generated by the
reflections sβ, and therefore P pΛq “ P pwpΛ` ρq ´ ρq for all w PW . �

So far we have seen that T`T´vΛ “ P pΛqvΛ, where P pΛq is a polynomial in Λ of degree
at most #∆`

1 . Furthermore, we obtained that pΛ` ρ, αsq is a factor of P pΛq, for αs the unique
odd simple root. Now we can finish the proof of the theorem by showing that pΛ` ρ, αq divides
P pΛq for all positive odd roots α. Let α be any positive odd root. Since W acts transitively on
∆`

1 , we can find w PW such that wpαq “ αs. Now define M :“ wpΛ`ρq´ρ. Then by repeating
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the construction of the g-module Indg
h‘n`

xvMy for highest weight vector vM with highest weight

M , we find by the same arguments that P pMq is divisible by

pM,αsq “ pM ` ρ, αsq “ pwpΛ` ρq, wpαqq “ pΛ` ρ, αq.

It follows that P pΛq “ P pMq is divisible by pΛ ` ρ, αq, for all α P ∆`
1 . So P pΛq is divisible by

ś

αP∆`1
pΛ` ρ, αq. However, degpP pΛqq ď #∆`

1 , and therefore

P pΛq “ c
ź

αP∆`1

pΛ` ρ, αq,

for some constant c. We conclude that the g-module Indg
g0‘g´1

V is irreducible if and only if for

all positive odd roots α, pΛ` ρ, αq ‰ 0. �

Definition 8. The highest weight Λ of the g-module Indg
g0‘g´1

V is called typical if pΛ `

ρ, αq ‰ 0 for all α P ∆`
1 and atypical otherwise.

Remark 2. Instead of considering highest weight representations, we could also study
lowest weight representations, that have a lowest weight vector, which is annihilated by all the
negative root vectors. If V is finite dimensional g0-module of lowest weight Λ, then the induced
g-module Indg

g0‘g´1
V is irreducible if and only if for all odd roots α,

pΛ´ ρ, αq ‰ 0.

Remark 3. If a representation is atypical, then in the remainder of this thesis we will not
be interested in its non-trivial submodule, but rather in the irreducible quotient, called the socle,
which is obtained by dividing out the non-trivial submodule.

4. Unitary irreducible representations

In this section we study unitarity conditions for finite dimensional representations of slpm|nq.
We will closely follow Gould and Zhang in Ref. [4] and Ref. [2].

Definition 9. Let g be a Lie superalgebra. A star operation on g, denoted by ˚, is a
mapping ˚ : gÑ g, that:

(1) X P gi implies X˚ P gi for i “P Z2,
(2) pαX ` βY q˚ “ ᾱX˚ ` β̄Y ˚,
(3) rX,Y s˚ “ rY ˚, X˚s,
(4) pX˚q˚ “ X,

where X,Y P g and α, β P C.

Definition 10. A representation R : gÑ EndpV q of a Lie superalgebra g of type I is called
˚ of type 1 if for all X P g

R˚pXq “ RpX˚q.

Definition 11. The representation R : g Ñ EndpV q is unitary if it is type 1 ˚ and there
exists a Hermitian product p¨, ¨q such that

pRpXqv, wq “ pv,RpX˚qwq,

for all v, w P V and X P g and such that p¨, ¨q is positive definite.
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If a representation of a slpm|nq is unitary, then clearly its restriction to the Lie algebra
slpm|nq0 is unitary. In the rest of this chapter we consider a unitary irreducible highest weight
slpm|nq0-module V , with highest weight vector vΛ of highest weight Λ, and investigate if the
induced slpm|nq-module Indg

g0‘g1V is unitary. Here, for ease of notation we have denoted slpm|nq
by g, slpm|nq0 by g0 and slpm|nq1 by g1.
Let us start by defining a convenient basis for g. Let eij , p1 ď i, j ď mq denote the matrix which

has a 1 at the pi, jqth entry and has all other entries equal to zero. Let eµν , p1 ď µ, ν ď nq denote

the matrix which has a 1 at the p4 ` µ, 4 ` νqth entry and has all other entries equal to zero.
Furthermore, let eiµ for 1 ď i ď m denote the matrix which has a 1 at its pi,m`µqth entry and

is zero elsewhere. Finally, let eµi, 1 ď µ ď n, be the matrix that has a 1 at its pm`µ, iqth entry
and zero everywhere else. Note that the eii’s and eµµ’s are not all independent, since we have the
requirement that

řm
i“1 eii `

řn
µ“1 eµµ “ 0. Recall that the subalgebra of diagonal matrices is a

Cartan subalgebra. For any element h in this Cartan subalgebra h we defined linear functionals
εi, i “ 1, . . . ,m and δmu, µ “ 1, . . . , n by εiphq “ hii and δµphq “ hm`µ,m`µ, where hkk is the

kth diagonal element of h. The linear functionals εi, δµ satisfy the orthogonality conditions

pεi, εjq “ δij , pδµ, δνq “ ´δµν , pεi, δµq “ 0.

Recall that the set of even roots is

∆0 “ t˘pεi ´ εjq,˘pδµ ´ δνqu,

and the set of odd roots is

∆1 “ t˘pεi ´ δµqu.

We take a distinguished set of roots with even simple roots εi´ εi`1 for 1 ď i ă m and δµ´ δµ`1

for 1 ď µ ă n and with unique off simple root αs “ εm ´ δ1. The odd raising operators are eiµ
and the odd lowering operators are eµi for 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď µ ď n. The set of positive even
roots is now

∆`
0 “ tεi ´ εj | 1 ď i ă j ď mu Y tδµ ´ δν | 1 ď µ ă ν ď nu,

whereas the set of positive odd roots is

∆`
1 “ tεi ´ δµ|1 ď i ď m, 1 ď µ ď nu.
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As a preparation for the main theorem of this section we compute ρ. First, we compute ρ0,
which is half the sum of the positive even roots,

ρ0 “
1

2

`

m´1
ÿ

i“1

m
ÿ

j“i`1

pεi ´ εjq `
n´1
ÿ

µ“1

n
ÿ

ν“µ`1

pδµ ´ δνq
˘

“
1

2

`

m´1
ÿ

i“1

pm´ iqεi ´
m´1
ÿ

i“1

m
ÿ

j“i`1

εj

`

n´1
ÿ

µ“1

pn´ µqδµ ´
n´1
ÿ

µ“1

n
ÿ

ν“µ`1

δν
˘

“
1

2

`

m´1
ÿ

i“1

pm´ iqεi ´
m
ÿ

i“1

pi´ 1qεi

`

n´1
ÿ

µ“1

pn´ µqδµ ´
n
ÿ

µ“1

pµ´ 1qδµ
˘

“
1

2

`

m
ÿ

i“1

pm´ 2i` 1qεi `
n
ÿ

µ“1

pn´ 2µ` 1qδµ
˘

.

In addition, we calculate ρ1, which was defined as half the sum of the positive odd roots,

ρ1 “
1

2

m
ÿ

i“1

n
ÿ

µ“1

pεi ´ δµq “
1

2

`

n
m
ÿ

i“1

εi ´m
n
ÿ

µ“1

δµ
˘

.

Therefore, the element ρ equals,

ρ “
1

2

`

m
ÿ

i“1

pm´ n` 1´ 2iqεi `
n
ÿ

µ“1

pn`m´ 2µ` 1qδµ
˘

.

Before jumping to the main theorem of this section, two lemmas need to be proven. The
finite-dimensional irreducible slpm|nq-module Indg

g0‘g1V can be written as a direct sum of of

irreducible slpm|nq0-modules of highest weight λ, denoted by V pΛqλ. Note that the original
slpm|nq0-module V that was used to construct Indg

g0‘g1V corresponds to V pΛqΛ. Define

Γ “
ÿ

αP∆1`

e´αeα.

Lemma 8. On each irreducible slpm|nq0-module V pΛqλ the operator Γ acts by the scalar
1
2pΛ´ λ,Λ` λ` 2ρq.

Proof. Let h1, . . . , hm`n´1 and k, . . . , km`n´1 be dual bases of h with respect to p¨, ¨q.
Define

Ω0 :“
n`m´1
ÿ

i“1

hiki `
ÿ

βP∆`0

peβe´β ` e´βeβq,

to be the quadratic Casimir of slpm|nq0. The quadratic Casimir of slpm|nq is (see Ref. [3])

Ω :“
n`m´1
ÿ

i“1

hiki `
ÿ

βP∆`0

peβe´β ` e´βeβq `
ÿ

αP∆`1

pe´αeα ´ eαe´αq “ Ω0 `
ÿ

αP∆`1

pe´αeα ´ eαe´αq.
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Let v be the highest weight vector in V pΛqλ of highest weight λ, then
ÿ

αP∆`1

pe´αeα ` eαe´αqv “
ÿ

αP∆`1

hαv “ 2pρ1, λqv.

On the other hand,
ÿ

αP∆`1

pe´αeα ´ eαe´αqv “ pΩ´ Ω0qv “ ppΛ,Λ` 2ρq ´ pλ, λ` 2ρ0qqv,

so

Γv “
1

2

`

pΛ,Λ` 2ρq ´ pλ, λ` 2ρq ` 2pρ1, λq
˘

v “ pΛ´ λ,Λ` λ` 2ρqv.

Since Ω and Ω0 are central in slpm|nq0, the element Γ is constant on every slpm|nq0 module
V pΛqλ. �

Lemma 9. Let Λ be the highest weight of an irreducible finite dimensional slpm|nq0-module
V , such that pΛ` ρ, εm ´ δnq ą 0, then

pΛ` ρ, αq ą 0

for all positive odd roots α.

Proof. Let α be any positive odd root. Assume pΛ ` ρ, εm ´ δnq ą 0. Write α “ εi ´ δµ,
then

pΛ` ρ, αq “ pΛ` ρ, εi ´ δµq

“ pΛ` ρ, εm ´ δnq ` pΛ` ρ, εi ´ εmq ` pΛ` ρ, δn ´ δµq ą 0.

Here, the first term is positive by assumption. In the second term pΛ, εi ´ εmq ě 0 due to the
fact that Λ is a highest weight and εi ´ εm is a positive root, pρ, εi ´ εmq ě 0 can be seen from
direct computation. Similar arguments show that the third term is non-negative. �

Theorem 2. Let Indg
g0‘g1V be a finite dimensional slpm|nq-module with highest weight

vector vΛ of highest weight Λ, with Λ typical. The module Indg
g0‘g1V is unitary if and only if

(8) pΛ` ρ, εm ´ δnq ą 0.

Proof. We start by proving necessity of Eq. (8). We consider the element w “ enmepn´1qm . . . e1mvΛ

and u “ epn´1qm . . . e1mvΛ, where vΛ is the highest weight vector in the slpm|nq0-module V . Now,
we compute

pw,wq “ pepn´1qm . . . e1mvΛ, pemm ` ennqepn´1qm . . . e1mvΛq

“ pεm ´ δn,Λ´
n´1
ÿ

i“1

εm ´ δiqpu, uq

“
`

pεm ´ δn,Λq ´ pn´ 1q
˘

pu, uq,

where we used that pemm ` ennqvΛ “ pΛ, εm ´ δnqvΛ. On the other hand,

pεm ´ δn, ρq “
1

2
pp´m´ n` 1q ` pm´ n` 1qq “ 1´ n.

Therefore, we have that
pw,wq “ pΛ` ρ, εm ´ δnqpu, uq.

However, for this typical representation to be unitary, we require pw,wq ą 0 and pu, uq ą 0,
so that pεm ` δn,Λ ` ρq ą 0. This proves the necessity of Eq. (8). Next we prove sufficiency.
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For this, we say that an element v in Indg
g0‘g1V is (homogeneous) of level k if v is a linear

combination of elements in V with k odd lowering operators applied. We write VkpΛq for the
space of elements of level k. For generic v P VkpΛq, v can be written as v “

ř

λ vλ, where the
sum is taken over all the slpm|nq0 highest weights λ in the decomposition of Indg

g0‘g1 that occur
at level k and vλ are in the irreducible slpm|nq0-module of highest weight λ. Note that

pv, vq “ p
ÿ

λ

vλ,
ÿ

λ1

vλ1q “
ÿ

λ

pvλ, vλq,

where in the last equality we used that pvλ, vλ1q “ 0 is λ and λ1 belong to different irreducible
slpm|nq0-modules. This can be seen in the following way. Let λ and λ1 be two distinct slpm|nq0
highest weights with corresponding highest weight vectors vλ and vλ1 . This means that there
exists an element h in the Cartan subalgebra h such that λphq ‰ λ1phq. Now,

0 “ phvλ, vλ1q ´ pvλ, hvλ1q “ pλphq ´ λ
1phqqpvλ, vλ1q,

where we used the fact that the values of λ and λ1 on h are real. This can be easily extended
to any pair of vectors belonging to distinct slpm|nq0-modules. Therefore, it suffices to check
positivity of the bilinear form p¨, ¨q on elements belonging to the same slpm|nq0-module. By
construction we know that pv, vq ě 0 for v P V pΛqΛ, i.e. for v of level 0. We use induction on
the level k. If v P VkpΛq, for k ě 0 and v belongs to an irreducible slpm|nq0-module, then

ÿ

αP∆`1

peαv, eαvq “
ÿ

αP∆1`

pe´αeαv, vq “
1

2
pΛ´ λ,Λ` λ` 2ρqpv, vq.

By the induction hypothesis, the left hand side is non-negative. So if pΛ ´ λ,Λ ` λ ` 2ρq ą 0,
we may conclude that pv, vq ě 0. Hence, it suffices to prove that pΛ ` ρ, εm ` δnq ą 0 implies
pΛ´ λ,Λ` λ` 2ρq ą 0 for all the weights λ occurring in the decomposition

Indg
g0‘g1V “

à

λ

V pΛqλ.

Let λ “ Λ´ 2ρ1pθq, where ρ1pθq :“ 1
2

ř

αPθ α and θ Ă ∆1`. First assume that θ is of the form

θi “ tεi ´ δµ1 , . . . , εi ´ δµku,

with i fixed and µj ă µj`1. Note that

pΛ´ λ,Λ´ λ` 2ρq “ p2ρ1pθiq, 2pΛ` ρq ´ 2ρ1pθiqq.

First we compute

p2ρ1pθiq, 2pΛ` ρqq “ 2
k
ÿ

j“1

pΛ` ρ, εi ´ δµj q

“ 2kpΛ` ρ, εi ´ δµj q ` 2
k
ÿ

j“1

pΛ` ρ, δµk ´ δµj q

ě 2kpΛ` ρ, εi ´ δµkq ` 2
k
ÿ

j“1

pρ, δµk ´ δµj q

ě 2
k
ÿ

j“1

pk ´ jq “ kpk ´ 1q,
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where in the last inequality we used that pΛ` ρ, αq ą 0 for all odd positive roots α. The second
term is

p2ρ1pθiq, 2ρ1pθiqq “
k
ÿ

j“1

k
ÿ

l“1

pεi ´ δµj , εi ´ δµlq

“

k
ÿ

j“1

k
ÿ

l“1

p1´ δjlq “ kpk ´ 1q.

Hence, for θi, p2ρ1pθiq, 2pΛ ` ρq ´ 2ρ1pθiqq ě 0. Now we let θ “ Y4
i“1θi where θi is of the form

as above. Observe that
2pΛ` ρ, 2ρ1pθqq ě

ÿ

i

kipki ´ 1q

and
p2ρ1pθq, 2ρ1pθqq “

ÿ

i

kipki ´ 1q `
ÿ

i‰j

p2ρ1pθiq, 2ρ1pθjqq ď
ÿ

i

kipki ´ 1q.

Thus, for any θ Ă ∆`
1 we have the inequality,

p2ρ1pθq, 2pΛ` ρq ´ 2ρ1pθqq ě 0.

This condition implies that for any λ occuring in the decomposition

Indg
g0‘g1V “

à

λ

V pΛqλ

the scalar pΛ´ λ,Λ´ λ` 2ρq is non-negative. We conclude that for Λ a typical highest weight,
the representation is unitary if and only if pΛ` ρ, εm ´ δnq ą 0. �

Proposition 3. If the g-module Indg
g0‘g1V of highest weight vector vΛ of highest weight Λ

is unitary and Λ is atypical, then there exists an index 1 ď µ ď n such that

pΛ` ρ, εm ´ δµq “ 0.

Proof. Consider elements vµ :“ eµmepµ´1qm ¨ ¨ ¨ e1mvΛ. The norm of each vµ is non-negative.
Suppose, the norm of each vµ is strictly positive, then in particular

pvn, vnq “ pΛ` ρ, εm ´ δnqpvn´1, vn´1q ą 0,

where pΛ ` ρ, εm ´ δµq ą 0. By Lemma 9, pΛ ` ρ, αq ą 0 for all positive odd roots α. This
is in contradiction with the fact that Λ is atypical. It follows that there exists a vµ such that
pvµ, vµq “ 0 and pvµ´1, vµ´1q ‰ 0. The equality

pvµ, vµq “ pΛ` ρ, εm ´ δµqpvµ´1, vµ´1q

completes the proof. �
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CHAPTER 3

Irreducible representations of slp2|1q

1. Introduction

In this chapter we study the structure of the irreducible short representations of the Lie su-
peralgebra g “ slp2|1q. The Lie superalgebra slp2|1q contains two Cartan generators hα and hβ,
which in the fundamental representation can be represented by the following two p2|1q ˆ p2|1q-
matrices:

hα “

¨

˝

0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

˛

‚ and hβ “

¨

˝

1 0 0
0 ´1 0
0 0 0

˛

‚.

The odd roots of this Lie superalgebra are

∆1 “ t˘α,˘pα` βqu,

and the even roots are

∆0 “ t˘βu.

The element ρ can be computed and is equal to ´α. In Figure 1 we show the root system of
slp2|1q.

´β β

´α

α α` β

´α´ β

Figure 1. The root system of slp2|1q. The odd roots ˘α,˘pα` βq are colored
blue and the even roots ˘β are colored green.

1.1. Representations. We start with an irreducible highest weight representation of slp2q‘
C, which is the even part of slp2|1q. The module V , which corresponds to this representation
has a highest weight vector vΛ of weight Λ. From this module we can construct a slp2|1q-module
in as in Chapter 2. For ease of notation we will denote slp2|1q often by g, slp2|1q0 by g0 and
slp2|1q1 by g1. We repeat the construction of the induced module. Let g “ g´1 ‘ g0 ‘ g1 be
the distinguished Z-gradation of g, then we extend V to a g0 ‘ g1-module by setting g1V “ 0.
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Let Upgq and Upg0‘ g1q be the universal enveloping superalgebras of g and g0‘ g1 respectively.
Since V is a g0 ‘ g1-module, we can consider the space

Upgq bUpg0‘g1q V :“ Upgq b V {thb v ´ 1b hpvq | h P Upg0 ‘ g1q, v P V u.

The action gpu b vq “ gu b v for u P Upgq, g P g and v P V turned Upgq bUpg0‘g1q V into a
g-module. This g-module was called the induced module from the g0 ‘ g1-module V and was
denoted by Indg

g0‘g1V . By Kac’s theorem, this module is reducible if at least one of the following
conditions holds,

pΛ´ α, αq “ 0 p ðñ pΛ, αq “ 0q(9)

pΛ´ α, α` βq “ 0.(10)

Since the simple roots α and β span the 2 dimensional space h˚ and since every weight Λ is an
element of h˚ we may write Λ in terms of α and β and visualize Λ as being a point in the two
dimensional vector space spanned by α and β. In particular we may represent conditions (9)
and (10) by means of the following picture. A diagrammatic picture of the conditions in Eq. (9)
and Eq. (10) is shown in Figure 2.

´β β

´α

α α` β

´α´ β

Figure 2. The root system of slp2|1q. The red line corresponds to the values of
Λ for which (9) holds and the orange line to the values of Λ for which (10) holds.

To get a better understanding of the application of Kac’s theorem to this Lie superalgebra,
we consider three examples. The first one will be an example of the generic situation, where
neither condition (9) nor condition (10) is satisfied. Then we study an example for which only
condition (9) holds and finally one for which only condition (10) holds.

2. Typical representations

Let us start by considering the finite dimensional irreducible g0-module with highest weight
Λ “ ´α ` β{2. For this highest weight Λ neither condition (9) nor condition (10) is satisfied.
This is indicated in Figure 3, where we see that Λ is not on the red line or on the orange line.
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´β β

´α

α α` β

´α´ β Λ

Figure 3. The root system of slp2|1q with the point Λ “ ´α` β{2. The colors
are as in Figure 2.

The g0-module V will be depicted as:

vΛe´βvΛe´βe´βvΛ ,

where the green line followed in the direction from right to left indicates the action of e´β. Recall
from the proof of the theorem by Kac that any submodule of Indg

g0‘g1V necessarily contains the
vector e´α´βe´αvΛ. Pictorially, we represent this vector by

e´α

e´α´β

e´α´βe´αvΛ

vΛ

.

Reducibility occurs precisely when we cannot go back from this vector e´α´βe´αvΛ to vΛ by
acting with raising operators. Note that in the generic situation we are considering right now

eαeα`βe´α´βe´αvΛ “ pα,Λqpα` β,Λ´ αqvΛ ‰ 0.

This implies that we can go back up from e´α´βe´αvΛ to vΛ. Thus, the g-module Indg
g0‘g1V is

indeed irreducible and has the basis

ten´βvΛ, e´α´βe´αe
n
´βvΛ, eα`βe´α´βe´αe

n
´βvΛ, eαe´α´βe´αe

n
´βvΛ, n “ 0, 1, 2u.

The typical g-module Indg
g0‘g1V is shown in Figure 4.
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vΛ

eα`βe´α´βe´αvΛ

e´α´βe´αvΛ

eαe´α´βe´αvΛ

Figure 4. Typical g-module of highest weight Λ “ ´α ` β{2. The the black
nodes correspond to linearly independent vectors in the module, the green lines
indicate the action of the even operators and the blue lines represent the action
of the odd operators.

3. The first reducibility condition

Now we turn to the second example, where we start with a finite dimensional g0-module of
highest weight Λ1 for which the condition given by Eq. (9) holds, say Λ1 “ ´2α. The highest
weight Λ1 is indicated in Figure 5, sitting on the red line, of points where Eq. (9) holds.

´β β

´α

α α` β

´α´ β

Λ1

Figure 5. The root system of slp2|1q with Λ1 “ ´2α indicated on the red line
of points for which Eq. 9 holds.

Compared to the previous example something different happens when we consider the g-
module Indg

g0‘g1V . Namely, if condition (9) holds, we have

eα`βeαe´α´βe´αvΛ1 “ eαeα`βe´α´βe´αvΛ1

“ pα` β,Λ1 ´ αqeαe´αvΛ1

“ pα` β,Λ1 ´ αqpα,ΛqvΛ1 “ 0,

and furthermore, we find

eα`βeαe´α´βe´αpe´βq
nvΛ1 “ pe´βq

neα`βeαe´α´βe´αvΛ1

“ pα` β,Λ1 ´ αqpα,ΛqvΛ1 “ 0,
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for all n ě 1. This corresponds to the following diagrams being zero,

vΛ1eα`βeαe´α´βe´αvΛ1

,
vΛ1

eα`βeαe´α´βe´αe´βvΛ1

,
vΛ1

eα`βeαe´α´βe´αe´βe´βvΛ1

.

Another way of saying this is that it is impossible to go back to vΛ1 , if we start from any of the
elements, depicted below. This follows from the fact that if we act with odd raising operators
on these vectors, we obtain the previous diagrams, which were zero.

vΛ1

eαe´α´βe´αvΛ1

,

vΛ1

e´α´βe´αvΛ1 ,

vΛ1

„

vΛ1

e´αvΛ1 ,

vΛ1

eα`βe´α´βe´αe´βvΛ1

,

vΛ1

eαe´α´βe´αe´βvΛ1

,

vΛ1

e´α´βe´αe´βvΛ1 ,

vΛ1

eα`βe´α´βe´αe´βe´βvΛ1

,

vΛ1

e´α´βe´αe´βe´βvΛ1 ,

vΛ1

eαe´α´βe´αe´βe´βvΛ1

.

These are precisely the vectors contained in a submodule. However, recall that we are not
interested in this submodule, but rather in the quotient of the whole module by this submodule.
This quotient is called the socle. To this socle, we take the whole g-module, which is precisely
Figure 4 (except now it is not irreducible) and mark the submodule part red,
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vΛ1

Figure 6. The typical reducible g-module, Indg
g0‘g1V , with a nontrivial sub-

module indicated in red.

One might guess that if we divide out the submodule, we would obtain

vΛ1

.

However, inside the socle

e´α´βvΛ1 “ e´βe´αvΛ1 ` e´αe´βvΛ1

“ e´βe´αvΛ1 ,

so that in fact e´α´βvΛ1and e´βe´αvΛ1 are not linearly independent. In addition,

0 “ eαe´αe´α´βe´βvΛ1

“ pα,Λ1 ´ α´ 2βqe´α´βe´βvΛ1 ` ce´αe´βeβvΛ1

“ pα,´2βqe´α´βe´βvΛ1 ` ce´αe´βeβvΛ1

“ ´4e´α´βe´βvΛ1 ` ce´αe´βeβvΛ1 ,

for some nonzero constant c. Therefore, e´α´βe´βvΛ1 and e´αe´βeβvΛ1 are also not linearly
independent. From this we deduce that the socle is five dimensional and may be visualized as
in Figure 7.

vΛ1

Figure 7. The irreducible quotient, called the socle, of the g-module Indg
g0‘g1V ,

by the non-trivial submodule. The black nodes indicate the various one dimen-
sional weight spaces of the module.

Next, we want to discuss briefly what happens for arbitrary Λ satisfying Eq. 9. Let Λ “

´nα, for some positive integer n. We have taken n to be positive so that we obtain a finite
dimensional slp2|1q0-module. The dimension of the slp2|1q-module is n. Now the irreducible
quotient module that we obtain by using the reasoning as for the case where Λ “ ´2α is
depicted in Figure 8. This irreducible module has dimension 2n´ 1.
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vΛe´βvΛe2
´βvΛen´2

´β vΛen´1
´β vΛen´βvΛ

Figure 8. The irreducible quotient, of the g-module Indg
g0‘g1V of highest weight

Λ “ ´nα, for some n ą 0, by the non-trivial submodule. The black nodes
indicate the various one dimensional weight spaces of the module.

4. The second reducibility condition

Finally, we study the third example. Pick a highest slp2|1q0 weight Λ2 for which condition
(10) holds, say Λ2 “ 3α`2β. In Figure 9 the root system of slp2|1q is indicated with the position
of Λ2 on the orange line, meaning that for Λ2 condition (10) holds.

´β β

´α

α α` β

´α´ β

Λ2

Figure 9. The root system of slp2|1q with the weight Λ2 on the orange line of
points where Eq. (10) holds.

This corresponds to a 2-dimensional irreducible g0-module of highest weight Λ2. Condition
(10) implies that the following diagrams are zero,

vΛ2eα`βeαe´α´βe´αvΛ2

,

vΛ2

eα`βe´α´βe´αvΛ2

,

vΛ2eα`βeαe´α´βe´αe´βvΛ2

,

vΛ2

eα`βe´α´βe´αe´βvΛ2

.

This also shows that starting from
eαe´αe´α´βvΛ2 ,

one cannot get back to vΛ2 , meaning that this element is inside the submodule. As in the
previous example, we are interested in the quotient of the whole g-module by the submodule,
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which is called the socle. Hence, in the socle eαe´αe´α´βvΛ2 is zero. On the other hand,

(11) eαe´αe´α´βvΛ2 “ pα,Λ2 ´ α´ βqe´α´βvΛ2 ` e´αe´βvΛ2 ,

so that in the socle

(12) e´α´βvΛ2 „ e´αe´βvΛ2 .

The socle is now depicted in Figure 10

vΛ2

Figure 10. The irreducible quotient of the atypical g-module Indg
g0‘g1V , by the

nontrivial submodule. The black nodes correspond to the one dimensional weight
spaces.

As in the previous section we generalize the result to cases with arbitrary Λ satisfying
Eq. 10. Let Λ “ npα` βq ` α, where n is some positive integer. We can use the same methods
as for the module of highest weight Λ2 “ 3α`2β. The irreducible quotient of the highest weight
representation Indgg0‘g1V by the non-trivial submodule is depicted in Figure 11. This socle is
2n´ 1 dimensional.

vΛe´βvΛen´2
´β vΛ

en´1
´β vΛ

Figure 11. The irreducible quotient of the g-module Indg
g0‘g1V of highest

weight Λ “ npα ` βq ` α, for some n ą 0, by the non-trivial submodule. The
black nodes indicate the various one dimensional weight spaces of the module.

If we look at the root system of slp2|1q we observe that it admits certain symmetries.
Namely, the root system is symmetric under reflection in the dotted line in Figure 1 and under
reflection in the line spanned by β. Therefore, we expect the set of representations of slp2|1q to
admit these symmetries as well. To see this, we put the socles of the second and third example,
depicted in Figures 10 and 7 both in their correct positions in the weight diagram, which is
shown in Figuresl21final.
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´β β

´α

α α` β

´α´ β

Λ2

Λ1

Figure 12. The root system of slp2|1q with the socle corresponding to the rep-
resentation of highest weight Λ1 satisfying Eq. (9) and the socle corresponding
to the representation of highest weight of Λ2 satisfying Eq. (10).

Figure 12 reveals the symmetry of the weight diagram of reflection in the line through β.
Of course Λ2 “ 3α` 2β was deliberately chosen to be such that the corresponding socle mirrors
the one of the first example.
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CHAPTER 4

Irreducible representations of slp2|2q and pslp2|2q

1. Introduction

In this chapter we investigate the structure of the short representations of slp2|2q and
pslp2|2q. We begin by looking at the Lie superalgebra slp2|2q. Like in the previous chapter we
apply Kac’s Theorem to find the reducibility conditions. The Lie superalgebra slp2|2q is the
matrix algebra generated by p2|2q ˆ p2|2q-matrices

X “

ˆ

A B
C D

˙

,

of supertrace zero. We take the distinguished set of simple roots which contains one single odd
positive root α. In addition, there are two even simple roots denoted by β1 and β2. In the
fundamental representation the corresponding Cartan generators are

hα “

¨

˚

˚

˝

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

˛

‹

‹

‚

, hβ1 “

¨

˚

˚

˝

1 0 0 0
0 ´1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

˛

‹

‹

‚

and hβ2 “

¨

˚

˚

˝

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 ´1 0
0 0 0 1

˛

‹

‹

‚

.

The set of even roots of this Lie superalgebra is

∆0 “ t˘β1,˘β2u,

and the set of odd roots is

∆1 “ t˘α,˘pα` β1q,˘pα` β2q,˘pα` β1 ` β2qu.

The element ρ can be computed, and

ρ “ ´
1

2
β1 ´

1

2
β2 ´ 2α.

It immediately becomes apparent that Id4 “ hβ1 ` 2hα ` hβ2 belongs to the superalgebra and
hence that the center is nontrivial. Furthermore, our usual supersymmetric invariant bilinear
form p¨, ¨q on slp2|2q is degenerate, as

StrpXId4q “ 0,

for all X P slp2|2q. In order to use the theorem by Kac we need a non-degenerate bilinear form.
In fact, all we need is a non-degenerate form on the root system, such that the pairing between
the set of roots and the weights is non-degenerate. To tackle this problem we write the weights
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Λ in terms of the roots and an auxiliary element γ. This element γ satisfies

pγ, αq “ 1,

pγ, β1q “ 0,

pγ, β2q “ 0.

Let Λ be a highest weight of a finite dimensional irreducible slp2|2q0- module. Write Λ “

j1β1 ` j2β2 ` kγ. Since we start with a finite dimensional Lie algebra representation, j1 and
j2 are non-negative. For ease of notation we will often denote slp2|1q by g, slp2|1q0 by g0 and
slp2|1q1 by g1. The slp2|2q-module Indg

g0‘g1V of highest weight Λ is reducible if at least one of
the following conditions holds,

pΛ, αq “ ´j1 ` j2 ` k “ 0,(13)

pΛ` ρ, α` β1q “ j1 ` j2 ` 1` k “ 0,(14)

pΛ` ρ, α` β2q “ ´j1 ´ j2 ´ 1` k “ 0,(15)

pΛ` ρ, α` β1 ` β2q “ j1 ´ j2 ` k “ 0.(16)

2. Representations of slp2|2q

A generic irreducible representation, i.e. one for which none of the conditions (13), (14),
(15) and (16) hold, has as a basis,

(17) tenαα e
nα`β1
α`β1

e
nα`β2
α`β2

e
nα`β1`β2
α`β1`β2

e
nβ1
β1

e
nβ2
β2

vΛu,

where nα, nα`β1 , nα`β2 and nα`β1`β2 take values in t0, 1u and nβi runs from ´ji to ji.

2.1. The first reducibility condition. Let Indg
g0‘g1V be the highest weight slp2|2q-

module with highest weight vector vΛ of highest weight Λ. We are interested in which of the
generators, listed in (17) will be contained in a non-trivial submodule of the module Indg

g0‘g1V
when we take Λ to satisfy the reducibility condition (13). We consider the explicit example
where we start with a highest slp2|2q0-module of highest weight vector vΛ, where the highest
weight Λ “ β1{2 ` β2 ´ γ{2. If we take an element v in the slp2q0-module and act with i odd
lowering operators on it, then in the remainder of this chapter the element is said to be of level
i. The level 0 part thus corresponds to the irreducible slp2|2q0-module and is depicted in Figure
1.

vΛe´β1vΛ

e´β2vΛ

e2
´β2

vΛ

e´β1e´β2vΛ

e´β1e
2
´β2

vΛ

Figure 1. The level 0 part of the induced module Indg
g0‘g1V . The black nodes

correspond to the different one dimensional weight spaces.
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By virtue of the fact that Λ satisfies reducibility condition (13) it follows that pΛ, αq “ 0,
from which we deduce that e´αvΛ lives in a (nontrivial) submodule. From direct computation
it is easy to see that also the generators

e´α´β2e
2
´β2vΛ, e´α´β1e´β1vΛ, e´α´β1´β2e´β1e

2
´β2vΛ

are in the submodule. In addition, we have that

e´α´β1´β2vΛ “ e´α´β2e´β1vΛ ` e´α´β1e´β2vΛ ` e´αe´β1e´β2vΛ.

Similarly, the element e´α´β1´β2e´β2vΛ can be written as a linear combination of other elements.
In the remainder of this chapter we will depict the action of the negative odd root vectors as
shown schematically in Figure 2.

e´α

e´α´β2e´α´β1´β2

e´α´β1

Figure 2. Schematic visualization of the action of the odd lowering operators
on an element in the module.

Using this, we depict the level 1 part in Figure 3.

1

1

1

1

1

1 3

3

Figure 3. The level 1 part of the induced representation. The black nodes
denote the irreducible slp2|2q0-module, or level 0 part, and the red nodes denote
the different weight spaces occurring at level 1 with the indicated dimensions.
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At level 2, the weight space of weight Λ ´ 2α ´ β1 ´ 2β2 is two dimensional. This follows
from the fact the only generators in Eq. (17) of weight Λ´ 2α´ β1 ´ 2β2 are

e´α´β2e´α´β1´β2vΛ,

e´α´β1e´α´β2e´β2vΛ,

e´α´β1e´αe
2
´β2vΛ,

e´α´β2e´αe´β1e´β2vΛ.

However, e´α´β2e´α´β1´β2vΛ can be written as a linear combination of other elements because
of the level 1 conditions. Furthermore,

e´α´β1e´αe
2
´β2vΛ “e´α´β1e´α´β2e´β2vΛ

` e´α´β1e´β2e´α´β2vΛ ` e´α´β1e
2
´β2e´αvΛ

“2e´α´β1e´α´β2e´β2vΛ,

which shows that e´α´β1e´αe
2
´β2

vΛ is neither an independent vector. Consequently, the weight
space of weight Λ´2α´β1´2β2 are also two dimensional. Similarly, the weight space of weight
Λ´2α´2β1´2β2 is two dimensional. The remaining level 2 weight spaces are one dimensional.
The complete level 2 part is depicted in Figure 4.

1

1

1

1

2 2

Figure 4. The level 2 part of the induced module. The red nodes denote the
level 1 weight spaces and the green nodes the level 2 weight spaces. The numbers
indicate the dimensions of the level 2 weight spaces.

Finally, we consider the level 3 part. The level 3 part consists of two weight spaces,
each generated by only one element. Two independent generators of these weight spaces are
e´α´β1´β2e´α´β2e´α´β1vΛ and e´α´β2e´α´β1e´αe´β1e

2
´β2

vΛ. The level 3 part is depicted in
Figure 5.
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1

1

Figure 5. The weight spaces occurring at level 3. The green nodes denote the
level 2 weight spaces and the purple nodes the level 3 weight spaces.

Putting the level 0, 1, 2, and 3 parts together, we may now depict the atypical slp2|2q-
module as in Figure 6.

vΛ

Figure 6. The irreducible quotient representation, called the socle, of the
atypical reducible highest weight slp2|2q-module Indg

g0‘g1V of highest weight
Λ “ β1{2` β2 ´ γ2. The six black nodes on top correspond to the generators of
the Lie algebra module.

Note that at level 3 there is a lowest g0-module of lowest weight

Λ´ “ Λ´ 3α´ 2β1 ´ 3β2 “ ´
3

2
β1 ´ 2β2 ´

1

2
γ ´ 3α.
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This lowest weight Λ´ satisfies the fourth reducibility condition for lowest weight modules:

pΛ´ ´ ρ, α` β1 ` β2q “ pΛ
´, α` β1 ` β2q “ 0,

or

j1 ´ j2 ` k “ 0.

Indeed, ´3
2`2´ 1

2 “ 0. Furthermore, this lowest weight g0-module is really only two dimensional:

pΛ´, β1q “ 0,

pΛ´, β2q “ 1.

So we could also have started from this lowest weight module, satisfying the fourth reducibility
condition, and apply raising operators to obtain the g-module depicted in Figure 6.

2.2. The second or third reducibility condition. Now we look at an example where
the reducibility condition (8) holds. Let Λ “ β1{2`β2{2` 2γ, then indeed pΛ2` ρ, α`β2q “ 0.
Level 0 is portrayed in Figure 7.

vΛ

e´β2vΛ
e´β2e´β1vΛ

e´β1vΛ

Figure 7. The level 0 part, or the irreducible slp2|2q0-module V of the atypical
induced module Indg

g0‘g1V of highest weight Λ “ β1{2` β2{2` 2γ.

The level 1 part of the induced module Indg
g0‘g1V is depicted in Figure 8. At level 1 we

obtain:
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2

1
31

1 2 1

11

Figure 8. The red nodes denote the level 1 part of the induced slp2|2q-module
Indg

g0‘g1V . The black nodes correspond to the level 0 part.

We will come back to how we found the dimensions of the weight spaces in a moment, but
first take a look at level 2. Note that,

eα`β2e´α´β2e´αvΛ “ 0,

eαeβ2e´α´β2e´αvΛ “ 0.

This means that e´α´β2e´αvΛ is in the submodule. Similarly, e´α´β2e´αe´β2vΛ is in the sub-
module. Furthermore,

eα`β1`β2e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´β1vΛ “ 0,

eβ2e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´β1vΛ “ 0,

eα`β2e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´β1vΛ “ 0,

consequently, e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´β1vΛ is in the submodule. This implies also that

e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´β2e´β1vΛ

is in the submodule. Note that

0 “ eαe´αe´α´β2vΛ

“ pα,Λ´ α´ β2qe´α´β2vΛ ` e´αe´β2vΛ

“ e´α´β2vΛ ` e´αe´β2vΛ,

and therefore, e´α´β2vΛ and e´αe´β2vΛ are not independent. Similarly, e´α´β1´β2e´β1vΛ and
e´α´β1e´β1e´β2vΛ are not independent. This was depicted in Figure 8 by the two 1’s in the left
middle and right middle weight spaces. In addition,

e´α´β2e´β1vΛ “ e´α´β1´β2vΛ ` e´α´β1e´β2vΛ ` e´αe´β1e´β2vΛ,
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which was denoted by the 3 in the center of Figure 8. Let us go back to level 2 and summarize,
the generators

e´α´β2e´αvΛ,

e´α´β2e´αe´β2vΛ,

e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´β1vΛ,

e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´β2e´β1vΛ

are inside the submodule. The level 2 part is shown in Figure 9.

11

1
1

2

22

2

Figure 9. The weight spaces occurring at level 2 of the induced slp2|2q-module,
Indg

g0‘g1V . The green nodes correspond to the different level 2 weight spaces and
the corresponding numbers indicate the dimensions of the weight spaces. The
red nodes are again the weight spaces of level 1.

The following shows that the weight space of weight Λ ´ 2α ´ β1 ´ β2 (which is encircled
in the Figure 9) is two dimensional. The only elements in (17) of this weight are

e´αe´α´β1´β2vΛ,

e´α´β2e´α´β1vΛ,

e´α´β1e´αe´β2vΛ,

e´α´β2e´αe´β1vΛ.

However, we deduce that

e´α´β2e´α´β1vΛ “ e´α´β1e´αe´β2vΛ

and

e´αe´α´β2e´β1vΛ “ e´αe´α´β2´β1vΛ ` e´αe´β1e´αe´αe´β2vΛ

“ e´αe´α´β2´β1vΛ ` e´α´β1e´αe´β2vΛ.
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We conclude that the weight space is 2 dimensional.

Level 3 consists of three one dimensional weight spaces, of weights Λ ´ 3α ´ 2β1 ´ β2, Λ ´
3α ´ 2β1 ´ 2β2 and Λ ´ 3α ´ 2β1 ´ 3β2. As an example, we show by means of the following
argument that the weight space of weight Λ ´ 3α ´ 2β1 ´ β2 is one dimensional. The only
generators of this weight in (17) are

e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´αvΛ

and

e´α´β2e´α´β1e´αe´β1vΛ.

However,

0 “eα`β2e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´α´β2e´αvΛ

“e´β1e´α´β1e´α´β2e´αvΛ

“e´α´β1e´α´β1´β2e´αvΛ ` e´α´β1e´α´β2e´αe´β1vΛ.

Hence the weight space of weight Λ´ 3α´ 2β1 ´ β2 is one dimensional. Level 3 is portrayed in
Figure 10.

1

1

1

Figure 10. The weight spaces of the induced module module Indg
g0‘g1V oc-

curring at level 3. The purple nodes indicate the three one dimensional level 3
weight spaces and the green nodes correspond to the level 2 weight spaces.

Finally, we put all the levels together and portray the socle in Figure 11.
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vΛ

e´β2vΛ

e´β1vΛ

e´β2e´β1vΛ

Figure 11. The irreducible quotient module, or socle, of the induced slp2|2q-
module Indg

g0‘g1V of highest weight Λ “ β1{2` β2{2` 2γ satisfying reducibility
condition (8).

If instead Λ “ β1{2 ` β2{2 ´ 2γ so that the reducibility condition (14) holds, the result is
identical to the one where Condition (15) holds, except with e´α´β1 and e´α´β2 interchanged.

2.3. The fourth reducibility condition. In this section we discuss briefly how to tackle
an example where only condition (16) is satisfied. Let

Λ “ 2β1 ` β2 ´ γ.

The lowest weight vector of the module is

e´α´β1e´α´β2e´α´β1´β2e
4
´β1e

2
´β2vΛ.

It has weight Λ´ “ Λ´ 3α´ 6β1 ´ 4β2 “ ´4β1 ´ 3β2 ´ 3α´ γ. It follows that

pΛ´, αq “ pΛ´ ´ ρ, αq “ 0,

so that Λ´ satisfies the first reducibility condition for a lowest weight representation. We can
repeat the analysis of 1.1.1 but now with raising operators instead of lowering operators.

3. Representations of pslp2|2q

To go from the Lie superalgebra slp2|2q to the simple Lie superalgebra pslp2|2q, we divide
out the center which is generated by Id4. To investigate for which values of Λ the module is
irreducible, we apply Kac’s theorem to slp2|2q and then set k “ 0. In this situation Conditions
(13) and (16) agree and Conditions (14) and (15) as well. Let us first look at an example where
Conditions (13) and (16) are satisfied. We choose

Λ “ β1{2` β2{2.

Figure 12 shows the pslp2|2q0-module V .
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vΛ

e´β2vΛ
e´β2e´β1vΛ

e´β1vΛ

Figure 12. The level 0 part of the induced pslp2|2q-module Indg
g0‘g1V . The

black nodes indicate the weight spaces of the pslp2|2q0-module V of highest weight
Λ “ β1{2` β2{2.

As in the case where only condition (13) holds we have at level 1,

e´αvΛ “ 0,

e´α´β1eβ1vΛ “ 0,

e´α´β2e´β2vΛ “ 0,

e´α´β1´β2e´β1e´β2vΛ “ 0.

In addition,

e´α´β1vΛ “ e´αe´β1vΛ,

e´α´β2vΛ “ e´αe´β2vΛ,

e´α´β1´β2e´β1vΛ “ e´α´β1e´β2e´β1vΛ,

e´α´β1´β2e´β2vΛ “ e´α´β2e´β1e´β2vΛ,

eα´β1´β2vΛ “ e´α´β2e´β1vΛ ` e´α´β1e´β2vΛ ` e´αe´β2e´β1vΛ.

Level 1 is depicted in Figure 13
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1

1

1

1 3

e´α´β1
e´α

e´α´β2
e´α´β1´β2

Figure 13. The various weight spaces occurring at level 1 of the induced module
pslp2|2q0-module Indg

g0‘g1V . The red nodes indicate the space of vectors of a
certain weight at level 1 and the number indicates the dimension of the weight
space.

The red node in the middle of Figure 13 corresponds to the weight space spanned by the
three independent vectors e´αe´β1e´β2vΛ, e´α´β1e´β2vΛ and e´α´β2e´β1vΛ. Figure 14 shows
level 2.

1
1

1
1

Figure 14. The level 2 part of the induced pslp2|2q-module Indg
g0‘g1V . The

red nodes indicate the weight spaces at level 1 and the number indicates the
dimension of the weight space. The red nodes correspond to the level 1 weight
spaces.

There are no nonzero vectors at level 3. Putting this all together the socle is portrayed in
Figure 15.
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vΛ

e´β2vΛe´β1e´β2vΛ

e´β1vΛ

Figure 15. The atypical irreducible quotient module, called the socle, of the
induced pslp2|2q-module Indg

g0‘g1V of highest weight Λ “ β1{2` β2{2 satisfying
reducibility Conditions (13) and (16). The black nodes at the top denote the
irreducible pslp2|2q0-module V .

To end this chapter, we study an example where condition (14) and (15) hold. The set of
weights satisfying j1 ` j2 ` 1 “ 0 corresponds to infinite dimensional representations. We take

Λ “ β1{2´ 2β2{3.

The pslp2|2q0-module is depicted in Figure 16.

vΛe´β1vΛ

e´β2vΛ
e´β1e´β2vΛ

e2
´β2

vΛe´β1e
2
´β2

vΛ

.

Figure 16. The level 0 part of the induced module Indg
g0‘g1V , or, equivalently,

the irreducible pslp2|2q0-module V of highest weight Λ “ β1{2´ 2β2{3. The dots
indicate the fact that the module continues infinitely long in the same fashion in
the e´β2 direction.

Note that at level 1,

e´α´β1vΛ “ e´αe´β1vΛ,

e´α´β2vΛ “ e´αe´β2vΛ,
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from which the level 1 part follows and is shown in Figure 17.

3

1

1

1

1

1 3

3

11

11

Figure 17. The various weight spaces of level 1, denoted by red nodes, in the
induced pslp2|2q-module Indg

g0‘g1V . The numbers indicate the dimensions of the
level 1 weight spaces. The black nodes correspond to the level 0 weight spaces.

For the level 2 part we observe that

e´α´β1e´αvΛ “0,

e´α´β2e´αvΛ “0,

e´α´β1´β2vΛ “e´αe´β2e´β2vΛ ` e´α´β2e´β1vΛ ` e´α´β1e´β2vΛ.

Level 2 is depicted in Figure 18.

1

1

1

1

11

Figure 18. Green nodes correspond to the level 2 weight spaces, with cor-
responding dimensions as indicated. The red nodes denote the level 1 weight
spaces.
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The following shows that the level 2 weight space of weight Λ´2α´β2´β2 is one dimensional.
The only generators in (17) of weight Λ´ 2α´ β2 ´ β2 are:

e´αe´α´β1´β2vΛ,

e´α´β1e´α´β2vΛ “ e´α´β1e´αe´β1vΛ “ e´α´β1e´αe´β2vΛ.

It remains to show that e´αe´α´β1´β2vΛ and e´α´β1e´α´β2vΛ are independent. To see this,
first note that there are no elements at level 3.

e´α´β2´β1e´α´β2e´α´β1vΛ “ e´β1e´α´β1´β2e´α´β2e´αvΛ “ 0

e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´αvΛ “ 0,

e´α´β1´β2e´α´β2e´αvΛ “ 0.

Consequently, we see that

0 “ eα`β1`β2e´α´β1´β2e´α´β1e´α´β2vΛ

“ pα` β1 ` β2, α` 2β2qe´α´β1e´α´β2vΛ ` e´α´β1´β2e´αvΛ

“ ´3e´α´β1e´α´β2vΛ ` e´α´β1´β2e´αvΛ.

Indeed, the level 2 weight spaces are one dimensional. The socle is now depicted in Figure 19.

vΛ

e´β2vΛe´β1e´β2vΛ

e´β1vΛ

e´β1e
2
´β2

vΛ e2
´β2

vΛ

Figure 19. The irreducible atypical quotient module, called the socle, of the
induced pslp2|2q-module Indg

g0‘g1V , of highest weight Λ “ β1{2` β2{2 satisfying
reducibility conditions (14) and (15).
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CHAPTER 5

The superconformal algebra

1. Introduction

The quantum field theory N “ 4 super Yang-Mills has as a global symmetry algebra, the
Lie superalgebra psup2, 2|4q which consists of the conformal algebra, R-symmetry algebra and
supersymmetry generators. Let us first have a look at the conformal algebra. The conformal
group in four dimensions is generated by six Lorentz generators Mµν , a dilation D, four spe-
cial conformal transformations Kµ and four momenta Pµ, satisfying the following commutation
relations

rMµν ,Mαβs “ p´iqtηµβMνα ` ηναMµβ ´ ηµαMνβ ´ ηνβMµαu,

rMµν , Pαs “ p´iqtηναPµ ´ ηµαPνu,(18)

rD,Mµνs “ 0,

rMµν ,Kαs “ p´1qtηναKµ ´ ηµαKνu,

rD,Pµs “ iPµ,(19)

rD,Kµs “ ´iKµ,(20)

rPµ, Pνs “ 0,

rPµ,Kνs “ p´iqt2ηµνD ` 2Mµνu,

rKµ,Kνs “ 0,

where the indices µ and ν run from 0 to 3. Physical states correspond to representations of
the superconformal algebra. Let Opxq be a state of scaling dimension ∆. This means that if
we rescale x Ñ eλx, the operator Opxq scales as eλ∆Opeλxq, or Opxq Ñ e´iλDOpxqeiλD, from
which we find that

rD,Opxqs “ ip∆` x ¨ BqOpxq.
To see how D acts on other local operators we compute for example

rD, rKµ,Opxqss “ ´rOpxq, rD,Kµss ´ rKµ, rOpxq, Ds
“ ´rOpxq, rD,Kµss ` rKµ, rD,Opxqss
“ irOpxq,Kµs ` rKµ, ip∆` x ¨ BqOpxqs
“ ip∆´ 1` x ¨ BqrKµ,Opxqs,

where we have used Eq. (20). From this we see that Kµ lowers the scaling dimension by 1.
Thus, Kµ creates a new local operator from O with dimension ∆´ 1. Similarly it follows from
Eq. (19) that Pµ raises the scaling dimension by 1.

To go from the conformal group to the superconformal algebra we introduce some auxiliary
generators Rij , Q

i
α, Q̄i 9α, Sαi and S̄i 9α, where i runs from 1 to N and the indices α and 9α from 1
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to 2. The generators Rij correspond to the R-symmetry, which in four dimensions is UpN q but

for N “ 4 is SUp4q. The supercharges Qiα, Q̄i 9α, and the superconformal transformations Sαi
and S̄i 9α are odd generators of the Lie superalgebra. The new generators satisfy the following
supercommutation relations,

rQiα, Q̄j 9αs “ 2δijγ
µ
α 9αPµ,

rS̄i 9α, Sαj s “ 2δijγ
µν
α 9αKµ,

rQiα, S
β
j s “ 4δijpM

β
α ´

i

2
δβαDq ´ 4δβαR

i
j ,

rRij , R
k
l s “ δkjR

i
l ´ δ

i
lR

k
j ,

rD,Qiαs “
i

2
Qiα,

rD, Q̄i 9αs “
i

2
Q̄i 9α,

rD,Siαs “ ´
i

2
Siα,

rD, S̄i 9αs “ ´
i

2
S̄i 9α,

rQiα, Q
j
βs “ rQ̄i 9α, Q̄j 9βs “ 0,

rS̄i 9α, S̄j
9βs “ rSαi , S

β
j s “ 0.

Here, the indices i and j run from 1 to 4 and the indices α, β, 9α and 9β from 1 to 2. In the
same way as for for the operator Kµ, it can be shown that the S operators lower the scaling
dimension by 1{2. Since the scaling dimension is positive for positive energy representations,
there exist states that have a minimal eigenvalue for ´iD. These states must be annihilated by
all the superconformal transformation generators S and the special conformal transformations
generators Kµ.

Before we elaborate more on the representations, we first give a definition of the supercon-
formal algebra. The Lie superalgebra sup2, 2|4q is a real form of the complex Lie superalgebra
slp4|4q. This complex Lie superalgebra slp4|4q is the set of complex p4|4q ˆ p4|4q-matrices,

X “

ˆ

A B
C D

˙

,

of supertrace zero, i.e. StrpXq “ TrpAq ´ TrpDq “ 0. In order to restrict to sup2, 2|4q we define
a ˚-operation: X˚ “ HX:H, where

H “

¨

˝

Id2 0 0
0 ´Id2 0
0 0 Id4

˛

‚.

The Lie superalgebra sup2, 2|4q is now defined as the set of X in slp4|4q such that X˚ “ X. The
superconformal algebra is then defined as the quotient

psup2, 2|4q “ sup2, 2|4q{RId8.

Note that this quotient is not a matrix algebra. However, it is not uncommon to abuse notation
and represent an element X in the superconformal algebra by a matrix inside sup2, 2|4q which
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is projected onto X when dividing out the center. In this chapter we first apply Kac’s theorem
to the positive energy, irreducible representations of the superconformal algebra. Subsequently,
we derive some necessary conditions for unitarity of the representations and then conclude the
chapter with the BPS conditions.

2. Representations of the superconformal algebra

Recall that in Chapter 4 representations of pslp2|2q where realized as representations of
slp2|2q for which the label corresponding to the generator of the center was zero. Similarly, here
we realize representations psup2, 2|4q as representations of sup2, 2|4q for which the label corre-
sponding to the generator of the center, Id8 is zero. Representations of sup2, 2|4q are determined
by seven labels, as the dimension of the Cartan subalgebra is seven. Thus, representations of
psup2, 2|4q are specified by six labels. The Lie superalgebra sup2, 2|4q is non-compact, there-
fore its unitary representations are not finite dimensional. Infinite dimensional representations
of sup2, 2|4q do not necessarily possess a lowest weight. However, the representations that are
physically relevant are lowest weight representations. In what follows, R is a unitary irreducible
representation of the conformal algebra, and R is said to have positive energy, i.e.

pΨ, Rp´iDqΨq ě 0,

for all states Ψ.

Lemma 10. The operator Rp´iDq has a unique smallest eigenvalue ∆.

Proof. Let Ψ and Ψ̃ be two states with scaling dimension ∆1 and ∆̃ respectively. Assume
without loss of generality that ∆̃ ě ∆1. Since the representation R is assumed to be irreducible,
there exists an A P Upgq such that Ψ̃ “ RpAqΨ. The operator A is a sum of products of D, P s,
Ms, Ks, Qs and Ss. Since these operators either do not change the scaling dimension, or raise
or lower it by 1 or 1{2, it follows that ∆̃ “ ∆1`n{2 for some non-negative integer n. Since R is
a positive energy representation, all eigenvalues of ´iD are required to be greater or equal than
zero. This implies that Rp´ipDqq has a unique eigenvalue 0 ď ∆ ă 1{2. �

Physically relevant representations are irreducible lowest weight representations, for which
there exist a lowest weight state, called a primary state. As we already mentioned, an irre-
ducible lowest weight representation of psup2, 2|4q is completely determined by six labels. In the
case at hand, the representations can be specified by the lowest weight Λ, which is expressed in
terms of six labels by Λ “ rj1, j2,∆, R1, R2, R3s. The numbers j1 and j2 are the Lorentz spin
labels, which correspond to the largest eigenvalue of the diagonal Lorentz generators and they
are non-negative half-integers or integers. The label ∆ is the scaling dimension and the labels
Ri are the R-symmetry labels, which are non-negative and integer.

3. Irreducible representations of the superconformal algebra

In this section we derive the condition for reducibility for the lowest weight psup2, 2|4q-
modules. Denote by sup2, 2|4q0 the even part of sup2, 2|4q and by sup2, 2|4q´1 the part that
is generated by the odd lowering operators. Let V be an irreducible lowest weight sup2, 2|4q0-
module of lowest weight Λ “ rj1, j2, z,∆, R1, R2, R3s, where the labels j1, j2, Ri and ∆ are as
defined in the previous section. The label z is the central charge and corresponds to label of
the generator of the center, which is Id8. For representations of psup2, 2|4q, which are the ones
in which we are interested, z “ 0, so that in the rest of this chapter we can forget about it. We
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construct the induced module, Ind
sup2,2|4q
sup2,2|4q0‘sup2,2|4q´1

V , denoted by V pΛq of lowest weight Λ.

We use a slightly different basis for the root system than in Chapter 2. The set of diagonal
matrices in sup2, 2|4q is a Cartan subalgebra h. Let εi pi “ 1, . . . , 4q resp. δj pj “ 1, . . . , 4q be
the set of elements of h˚ satisfying the orthogonality conditions, such that for h P h,

εphq “ hii,

and
δiphq “ ´hi`4,i`4,

where hjj denotes the pj, jqth diagonal element of h. Furthermore, the linear functionals εi and
δi satisfy

pεi, εjq “ δij , pδi, δjq “ ´δij , pεi, δjq “ 0.

The set of even roots is
∆0 “ t˘pεi ´ εjq,˘pδi ´ δjqu,

while the set of odd roots is
∆1 “ t˘pεi ` δjqu.

As a set of simple roots we choose

tpε1 ´ ε2q, pε4 ´ ε3q, pε2 ` δ1q, p´ε4 ´ δ4q, p´δ1 ` δ2q, p´δ2 ` δ3q, p´δ3 ` δ4qu.

Note that this is not the distinguished set of roots, as there are two odd simple roots, ε2 ` δ1

and ´ε4 ´ δ4. We find an expression for ρ

ρ “ ´
1

2

`

ε1 ` 3ε2 ´ ε3 ´ 3ε4 ` 3δ1 ` δ2 ´ δ3 ´ 3δ4

˘

.

We compute:
pε1 ` δj , ρq “ 2´ j

pε2 ` δj , ρq “ 1´ j

p´ε3 ´ δj , ρq “ ´p3´ jq

p´ε4 ´ δj , ρq “ ´p4´ jq.

Recall that Λ is a lowest weight given by Λ “ rj1, j2,∆, R1, R2, R3s, where ∆ is the scaling
dimension, j1 and j2 are the Lorentz spins and correspond to the eigenvalues of pε1 ´ ε2q{2 and
pε3´ε4q{2 respectively and Ri are the R-symmetry labels given by the eigenvalues of ´pδi´δi`1q

for i “ 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, we define ri :“
ř3
j“iRj and r4 “ 0. Then ri ´ ri`1 “ Ri for

i “ 1, 2, 3. The lowest weight Λ in expressed in terms of tεi and δju equals

Λ “
∆

2
pε1 ` ε2 ´ ε3 ´ ε4q(21)

´ j1pε1 ´ ε2q(22)

` j2pε3 ´ ε4q

´
1

4

4
ÿ

i“1

4
ÿ

k“1

pri ´ rkqδk.(23)

Note that the Kac’s theorem gives reducibility conditions for finite dimensional highest weight
modules, however the proof of the theorem only uses that the pairing between Λ and the even
simple roots is non-negative and integer valued. The representations that are of interest to us
satisfy this, since the Dynkin labels, which are twice the Lorentz spin labels (the Dynkin label
2j1 “ pε1 ´ ε2,Λq and 2j2 “ pε4 ´ ε3,Λq) and the R-symmetry labels are positive and integer
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valued. The representation is reducible if and only if pΛ ´ ρ, αq “ 0 for some odd root α.
Note the minus sign here, which comes from the fact that we are dealing with a lowest weight
representation rather than a highest weight representation. Since there are sixteen odd positive
roots, there are sixteen reducibility conditions. The module V pΛq is reducible if at least one of
the following sixteen conditions is satisfied:

pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δjq “ ´p2´ jq `
∆

2
´ j1 `

ř4
i“1 ri
4

´ rj “ 0,

pΛ´ ρ, ε2 ` δjq “ ´p1´ jq `
∆

2
` j1 `

ř4
i“1 ri
4

´ rj “ 0,

pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δjq “ p3´ jq ´
∆

2
´ j2 ´

ř4
i“1 ri
4

` rj “ 0,

pΛ´ ρ,´ε4 ´ δjq “ p4´ jq ´
∆

2
` j2 ´

ř4
i“1 ri
4

` rj “ 0,

where j “ 1, 2, 3, 4. Rewriting the above conditions gives that the representation is reducible if
∆ is equal to at least one of the 16 values

d1
j “ 2j1 ` 4´ 2j ` 2rj ´

2
ř4
i“1 ri
4

,(24)

d2
j “ ´2j1 ` 2´ 2j ` 2rj ´

2
ř4
i“1 ri
4

,(25)

d3
j “ 2j2 ´ 6` 2j ´ 2rj `

2
ř4
i“1 ri
4

,(26)

d4
j “ ´2j2 ´ 8` 2j ´ 2rj `

2
ř4
i“1 ri
4

.(27)

However, not all these values for ∆ correspond to unitary representations. In the next section
we deduce necessary conditions for unitarity for representations of the superconformal algebra.

4. Unitary irreducible representations of the superconformal algebra

Necessary conditions for unitarity for representations of the superconformal algebra were
derived in Ref. [5]. In this section however, we employ an easier strategy, namely we use the
same approach as in the first part of Theorem 2.
We already required sup2, 2|4q to satisfy the hermiticity condition X “ X˚. Hence, the only
thing left to check for unitarity is the non-negative definiteness of the hermitian product. In
order to do so, we first recall some definitions from the previous section and chapters. To derive
conditions for the non-negativeness of the bilinear form p¨, ¨q we check it on the complexified Lie
superalgebra slp2, 2|4q with ˚-operation X “ HX:H. Recall that the whole Lie superalgebra
slp2, 2|4q has a set of simple roots (not distinguished)

tε1 ´ ε2, ε4 ´ ε3, ε2 ` δ1,´ε4 ´ δ4,´δ1 ` δ2,´δ2 ` δ3,´δ3 ` δ4u.

The even roots were given by εi ´ εj and δl ´ δk. The odd roots were given by εi ` δj . For the
lowest weight state in the lowest weight module the eigenvalues of the Lorentz Cartan generators
are negative. The Lorentz spin labels correspond to minus the eigenvalues of the Lorentz Cartan
generators on the lowest weight state. Recall that

ρ “ ´
1

2

`

ε1 ` 3ε2 ´ ε3 ´ 3ε4 ` 3δ1 ` δ2 ´ δ3 ´ 3δ4

˘

.
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Before we can derive unitarity conditions for V pΛq we first need to we prove a modified version
of Lemma 9 of Chapter 2.

Lemma 11. Let Λ be a slp2, 2|4q lowest weight. If

pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δ1q ą 0,

and
pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δ4q ą 0,

then
pΛ´ ρ, αq ą 0,

and
pΛ´ ρ, αq ą 0,

for all odd positive roots α of slp2, 2|4q.

Proof. First assume α “ εi ` δj , where i “ 1, 2

pΛ´ ρ, αq “ pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δ1q ´ pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ´ εiq ` pΛ´ ρ,´δ1 ` δjq.

The first term in the sum is non-negative by assumption. For the second term, using that Λ is
a lowest weight and ε1 ´ εi is positive we find that pΛ, ε1 ´ εiq ď 0, in addition, pρ, ε1 ´ εiq ě 0
which can be seen from direct computation. Similarly, for the third term in the sum. Now
assume α “ ´εi ´ δj , for i “ 3, 4.

pΛ´ ρ, αq “ pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δ4q ´ pΛ´ ρ, εi ´ ε3q ` pΛ´ ρ,´δj ` δ4q.

By the same arguments it can be shown that all terms in this expression are non-negative. �

Theorem 3. Let V pΛq be an irreducible sup2, 2|4q lowest weight module. If Λ is typical and
the representation is unitary, then

(28) pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δ1q ą 0,

and

(29) pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δ4q ą 0.

Proof. As indicated before, we compute conditions for the non-negative definiteness of the
hermitian product on the complexified Lie superalgebra slp2, 2|4q. Before we start proving the
theorem, we define a convenient choice for the bases of the odd root spaces of slp2, 2|4q. Let eij ,

1 ď i, j ď 8 denote the 8 ˆ 8 matrix with a 1 at its pi, jqth entry and zero on all other entries.
We take

e15, . . . , e18

e25, . . . , e28

´e35, . . . ,´e38

´e45, . . . ,´e48

to be a basis elements of the positive odd root spaces and

e51, . . . , e81

e52, . . . , e82

e53, . . . , e83

e54, . . . , e84
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to be the corresponding basis elements of the negative odd root spaces. Now indeed, r´e35, e53s “

´e33 ´ e55. Note that, e˚iµ “ eµi, for i “ 1, 2 and µ “ 5, . . . , 8 and e˚iµ “ ´eµi, for i “ 3, 4 and
µ “ 5, . . . , 8. From this is follows that with our choice of basis for the odd root spaces, e˚α “ e˚´α
for all odd roots α P sup2, 2|4q.

To prove necessity of condition (28) we define α1 “ ε1 ` δ1 and α2 “ ε2 ` δ1. Let eα1 and
eα2 be the corresponding raising operators and e´α1 and e´α2 the corresponding lowering op-
erators. Furthermore, let hαi “ reαi , e´αis, for i “ 1, 2. Define w “ eα1eα2vΛ. We require
that

0 ď pw,wq

“ peα1eα2vΛ, eα1eα2vΛq

“ peα2vΛ, e´α1eα1eα2vΛq

“ peα2vΛ, hα1eα2vΛq

“ pα1,Λ` α2qpeα2vΛ, eα2vΛq

“ pα1,Λ´ ρqpeα2vΛ, eα2vΛq.

Unitarity implies that peα2vΛ, eα2vΛq ě 0. However, peα2vΛ, eα2vΛq “ pΛ, α2qpvΛ, vΛq. Since
pvΛ, vΛq ą 0, and pΛ, α2q “ pΛ´ρ, α2q ‰ 0 for typical Λ, it follows that pα2,Λq “ pε2` δ1,Λ´ρq
must be strictly larger than zero. Hence, pα1,Λ ´ ρq ą 0. Since pα1,Λ ´ ρq “ pε1 ` δ1,Λ ´ ρq,
it follows that condition (28) is indeed a necessary condition for unitarity. Defining α3 “

´ε3 ´ δ4 and α4 “ ´ε4 ´ δ4, with corresponding positive root vectors eα3 and eα4 , in a similar
way positivity of peα3eα4vΛ, eα3eα4vΛq gives that condition (29) is a necessary condition for
unitarity. �

5. The BPS conditions

Let V pΛq be the induced psup2, 2|4q-module from the psup2, 2|4q0-module V of lowest weight
Λ. In the previous section it was proven that for Λ typical and the representation unitary,
conditions

c1
1 : pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δ1q ą 0,

and

c3
4 : pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δ4q ą 0,

are satisfied. Which is in terms of labels:

(30) ∆ ą
1

2
pd1

1 ` d
3
4q “

1

2
p2j1 ` 2` 2r1 ` 2j2 ` 2q “ j1 ` j2 ` 2`R1 `R2 `R3,

where the d1
1 is defined in Eq. (24) and d3

4 in Eq. (26). Now we show what unitarity implies for
atypical representations. If Λ is atypical, then by Lemma 11 it follows that:

pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δ1q ď 0

or

pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δ4q ď 0.

If

pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δ1q “ pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δ4q “ 0,
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then ∆ “ j1 ` j2 ` 2 ` R1 ` R2 ` R3. The lowest weight representations for which the lowest
weight satisfies

(31) ∆ ě j1 ` j2 ` 2`R1 `R2 `R3,

are known as series A unitary irreducible representations. Next we assume that

pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δ1q ă 0

and

pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δ4q ě 0.

Denote hα1 “ ε1 ` δ1 and eα1 and e´α1 be the basis elements of the corresponding positive and
negative root spaces. Furthermore, define hα2 “ ε2 ` δ1 and let eα2 and eα2 the basis elements
of the corresponding positive and negative root spaces. First we derive a necessary condition
for unitarity, namely

peα2vΛ, eα2vΛq ě 0,

or

pΛ, α2q ě 0,

which implies that

∆ ě d2
1 “ ´2j1 ` 2rj ´

ř4
i“1 ri
4

.

At level 2 then exists a state of norm 1
4p∆´ d1

1qp∆´ d2
1q, where d1

1 was defined in Eq. (24) and

d2
1 in Eq. (25). Let vΛ be the lowest weight vector of weight Λ, then we compute the norm of

the vector eα1eα2vΛ

peα1eα2vΛ, eα1eα2vΛq “ pvΛ, e´α2e´α1eα1eα2vΛq

“ pvΛ, e´α2hα1eα2vΛq

“ pα1,Λ` α2qpvΛ, e´α2e`α2vΛq

“ ppα1,Λq ´ 1qpΛ, α2q

“
`∆

2
´ 2j1 `

ř4
i“1 ri
4

´ r1 ´ 1
˘`∆

2
` 2j1 `

ř4
i“1 ri
4

´ r1

˘

“
1

2
p∆´ d1

1q
1

2
p∆´ d2

1q.

Hence, positivity of the norm of eα1eα2vΛ implies that ∆ may not have a value strictly between

d1
1 and d2

1. Thus, in this case the only allowed value for ∆ is d2
1 “ ´2j1`2r1´

ř4
i“1 ri

4 . However,
another necessary condition for unitarity is

peα1vΛ, eα1vΛq ě 0,

which implies that

∆ ě 2j1 ` 2r1 ´

ř4
i“1 ri
4

.

So that ´2j1 ě 2j1, but we required j1 to be non-negative, hence j1 “ 0. Therefore,

(32) ∆ “ 2r1 ´
2
ř4
i“1 ri
4

“
3

2
R1 `R2 `

1

2
R3.

Similarly, if we assume that

pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δ1q ě 0,
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and
pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δ4q ă 0,

then the only allowed value for ∆ is d4
4, where d4

4 was defined in E. (27) and j2 “ 0. This means
that

(33) ∆ “
2
ř4
i“1 ri
4

“
1

2
R1 `R2 `

3

2
R3.

Lowest weight representations for which the lowest weight satisfies conditions (32) and (33) are
called series B of unitary irreducible representations. Finally, if both

pΛ´ ρ, ε1 ` δ1q ă 0

and

pΛ´ ρ,´ε3 ´ δ4q ă 0.

then both j1 and j2 are zero, and ∆ “ d4
4 “ d2

1. This means that

∆ “ 2r1 ´
2
ř4
i“1 ri
4

“
2
ř4
i“1 ri
4

,

which implies that

2r1 “

4
ÿ

i“1

ri “ r1 ` r2 ` r3,

or,
r1 “ r2 ` r3.

Translating this to the labels Ri, we find R1 “ R3 and

(34) ∆ “ r1 “ R1 `R2 `R3 “ 2R1 `R2.

Lowest weight representations for which the lowest weight satisfies condition (34) comprise series
C of unitary irreducible representations.

The irreducible lowest weight representations for which ∆ can be written in terms of the other
labels correspond thus to atypical lowest weights Λ, which means that the representation is a
quotient of a generic representation by a non-trivial submodule as was seen from Kac’s theo-
rem. The equations that ∆ in such cases satisfies, are called BPS conditions. In Ref. [6] it was
proven that conditions (31), (32), (33) and (34) are also sufficient conditions for unitarity, but
due to lack of time the author of this thesis did not manage to discuss these results. It has
been tried to modify the proof of the suffiency of the unitarity conditions from the theorem by
Gould and Zhang in Ref. [2] to apply to the case of the infinite dimensional representations of
the superconformal algebra, but attempts have so far been without success.
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Conclusions

In Chapter 2 we gave an introduction to Lie superalgebras and in particular to represen-
tations of such algebras. The reducibility theorem of Kac was discussed in great detail. We
concluded the chapter by discussing conditions for unitarity for representations of Lie superal-
gebras of type slpm|nq, which were found by Gould and Zhang in Ref. [2].

The reducibility theorem does not provide any insight into the structure of the irreducible quo-
tient, called the socle, which is obtained by dividing out the non-trivial submodule. In Chapter
3 we used the results of Kac to find the reducibility conditions for slp1|2q and we showed the
structure of the socles. Chapter 4 addresses the same issue but in this case applied to the Lie
superalgebras slp2|2q and pslp2|2q.

In the last chapter, we apply the reducibility theorem to the superconformal algebra. Phys-
ically relevant representations are required to have positive energy and must be unitary. By
imposing positive energy and using a similar method as in the first part of the theorem by
Gould and Zhang in Ref. [2], we find necessary conditions for unitarity on the labels. We con-
clude the last chapter by discussing the BPS conditions.

As a follow-up research, the first thing that comes to mind is to investigate why the neces-
sary conditions for unitarity of the superconformal algebra as derived in the last chapter are
also sufficient as is known from Ref. [6].
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